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Abstract
SpecCharts is a language intended for system level specification and synthesis. Its blending of
hierarchical state-diagrams with programming constructs permits description of event-driven systems
as a true hierarchy of behaviors, unlike existing languages. Through many examples, we show in
this report how a language with an underlying model of behavioral hierarchy greatly aids concise and
comprehensible specifications obtained with minimal effort.
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1

Introduction

There is a need for a language that can specify the desired behavior of a system without indicating
a structural design. Such a specification can serve as documentation, as a source for early syst<'m
simulations, or as the starting point of synthesis. Current languages are insufficient since they req 11ire
a designer to coerce a conceptualized system model into a rather different model provided by the
language (e.g. concurrent processes). This in turn requires several design decisions to be made and
often results in complex and confusing specifications.
The underlying model of the specification language should closely match the model with which
designers conceptualize a system. The lack of such a language was one of the motivating factors
for the development of the SpecCharts language [1, 2]. The SpecCharts language was developed by
attempting to specify many real systems in the most natural possible manner, creating new constructs
as they were needed. We found that a system's behavior, without any consideration of hardware, is
commonly conceptualized as a hierarchy of sequential and concurrent behaviors.
We shall briefly summarize aspects of SpecCharts that are relevant to this report. The basic object
in a SpecChart is a behavior. We found that there are three manners that are desirable for describing
behaviors. (1) Some behaviors can be described as a simple program using sequential programming
constructs, such as loop, if-then-else, assignment, and procedure call statements. In SpecCharts,
VHDL sequential statements are used for such behaviors. (2) A behavior can be recursively defined as
sequential subbehaviors that are sequenced by transition arcs, much like a state-transition diagram.
There are two basic types of transitions that must be supported: (a) Transition immediately (TI)
when the condition on the arc becomes true (an event). (b) Transition on completion (TOC) of the
subbehavior from which the arc originates, if the arc condition is true. Note that the latter requires
the concept of a behavior "completing". (3) A behavior can be composed of concurrent sub behaviors.
Any behavior can contain declarations of storage, wires, types, functions, etc., with a scope of all
descendant behaviors. SpecCharts use VHDL declarations for this purpose.
The above provides for what we call behavioral hierarchy [l]. Briefly, we say that if a language
permits (1) behavioral decomposition (the ability to recursively define a behavior as sequential or
concurrent sub behaviors), ( 2) hierarchical activation/ deactivation (the ability of a behavior to activate/ deactivate a sub behavior at any time) and (3) behavioral completion (the ability of a behavior
to complete and of a parent behavior to detect this completion), then this language supports behavioral hierarchy. Behavioral hierarchy is a formalization of the conceptual model which we found was
inherent in the designs that we modeled.
The underlying model of Spec Charts is one of behavioral hierarchy. Current languages have differing
models. For example, most hardware description languages (such as VHDL or Verilog) have a model
of concurrent behaviors, or processes. This is suitable for modeling existing hardware, since each
module can be thought of as a process. However, processes cannot be decomposed, nor can they be
deactivated simply (e.g. reset), nor is their completion defined.
Another example language is Statecharts [3]. The language is essentially a hierarchy of sequential
and concurrent finite-state machines ( FSMs ). There is no "behavior" object in Statecharts, but
instead "states". Simple "zero-time" behaviors (e.g. variable assignment) can occur when entering
states, when leaving states, or when transitioning between states. This does not correspond to the
conceptual behavior model we described above. In addition, the lack of programming constructs is
a serious deficiency, as shall be seen in this report. Adding such constructs to FSMs is not a simple
step, but instead requires major changes in the language. Such changes will lead one to a language
which closely resembles SpecCharts.
Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) [4] is another proposed specification language. How3

ever, it lacks the ability to deactivate a subbehavior since it uses only sequential statements (proc('ss
activation is one such statement) rather than transition arcs. The ability to deactivate a behavior is
crucial in system specification. In addition, state-transitions are a common conceptualization which
are missing in CSP. These issues will be seen in many examples of this report.
While using SpecCharts simplifies specification, the fact remains that simulators, synthesizers, and ·
various other design tools are available for more common languages such as the widely accepted VIIDL
standard. Rather than requiring the designer to use VJIDL, we add translators which automatically
convert SpecCharts to simulatable or synthesizable VHDL [.5, 6, 7].
Not included in this report are several aspects of SpecCharts which greatly aid synthesis, i.e. the
refining of a specification by the addition of structural details, such as chip-partitioning and communication structure. These aspects are extremely important when considering specification languages
intended for synthesis, but are omitted since the purpose of this report is to focus on the modeling
powf'r of the language.
The examples in this report range from SpecCharts' lowest abstraction doma.in of description of
hardware (i.e. an existing counter) to the description of abstract system behavior with no notion of
hard ware (a desired answering machine). Unfortunately, we haven't obtained large examples with
much concurrency (e.g. a robot controller) which would be the highest abstraction domain.
For each example in this report we shall provide the following:
• Source and Britf Description: the origin and a brief description of the example in a few sentences.
• English Specification, in some cases being a partial specification since a complete one would
require excess text or is simply too complex.
• SpecChart Specification, along with a description of the SpecChart.
• Analysis: a discussion of the modeling power of SpecCharts as demonstrated with the example,
especially as compared to HDLs and Statecharts.
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2

A Controlled Counter

Although SpecCharts are intended to specify complex systems at an abstract behavioral level, this
example demonstrates the language's ability to model at the hardware level.

2.1

Source and Brief Description

The counter was described in [8], a book on VHDL modeling. It is a simple up/down counter with a
variable count limit.

2.2

English Specification

The Controlled Counter can count up or down on each rising clock, until a specified limit is reached,
and can be asynchronously cleared. It can be thought of a.s consisting of 3 main components (see
figure 1 ). The value CON stored in CONREG, when decoded, determines the actions carried out
by the counter (i.e. count up, count down, load the limit register LIM and clear counter). LIM is
a register whose value is used by the counter to determine when to terminate counting (when tl1e
limit has been reached). COUNTER is the component that actually contains the current count value
and performs the incrementing or decrementing based on CONREG, LIM, and the clock input. The
output of this register becomes the controlled counter's count output.
CLK

CON

j...

SlRB
DATA

CONREG

-l

l

_

........

II\
Counter

'V
~

\11

-

L

LIM

~

J

-

~

CNT_OUT

Figure 1: Block diagram of the Controlled Counter

When the STRB (strobe) input is rising, CON is stored. The controlled counter will then perform
one of the following actions based on the stored value of CON:
•
•
•
•

"00"
"01"
"10"
"11"

:
:
:
:

Clear (current count becomes 0)
Load the limit with the value on the DATA input line on the falling edge of STRB
Count up on rising clock unless limit is reached
Count down on rising clock unless limit is reached

Note that any sequence and combination of count ups, count downs, limit loads, and clears are
allowed, permitting rather strange sequences such as loading a limit of 7, counting from 0 to 3, changing
the limit to 1, and then counting from 3 on up. An alternative design might require that the limit be
reached before a new limit can be loaded; this might capture the true intention of usage and would
result in a much simpler specification. However this design is not considered here as our purpose is to
model the same design as in [8].
Several timing details of the counter's operation are included in the SpecChart. See [8, 9] for a
description of those details and for another description of the controlled counter's operation.
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Controlled_cowtter
det·lamtions:

signal C'ONSIG : nibble;
signal LIM : oiJ.lNe:
ri)oln.11 C'Nl': nibbk:;
signal EN : boolean:
fua'lion rising 1signal s: bit) return boolean is

IJSIC('q_u:t:
port CLK. STRB : in bit;
port CON : in bit_ ve.ctoc( 1 downto O):
pert DATA: in nibble:
pert C'NT_OUT: out nibble:

begin
reb.lm IS='I' and s'event);

end:

Counter
Count

CONSIG(31=· 1·and EN

CONSIG(2J='l' and
and risingfCLK)

andrising<CLK)

Cowtt_up
<=CNT + 8''0001'' aftc:r 12ns:

arr

Clear
CNT <= B"CXXD"

af~

5 ns:

n;.;;~------------------rv~;;~;-----------

I 1~

variable CONREG : bit_ vc=ctcir(l downlo O);

dtdamtio11s:

locp

I
I

wail: on STRB until STRB='l' .. rising:
CONREG := CON:

-

EN<= C'NT/=LlM aftct 10 ns;
Wd1I 1m CNT.LIM;
end lnop:

r:----------------I

ca=~·~~?=~C'ONSIO<=B'"OOOl''aftt'rSns;

when ..01•• =>CONSIG <=B"OOIO" 1dlc:r 5 ns;
when "!0° =>CONSIG <=B""OICXJ" ;Uler 5 us;
whe11''ll''=>CONSIG<=B''lCKk)''after5ns:

I
I
I

0

endel:;~:

Updale_output
loop

£~\i~~<:CNf;

end Jcq_l;

---------------------·-----------------

Load_liruil
loop

wait on STRB until STRB='O' aOO CONSIG( 1)= T; -- STRB falliog
LlM<=DATAafterlOns::
eo.:l loop;

Figure 2: SpecChart of the Controlled Counter

2.3

SpecChart Specification

Figure 2 shows the SpecChart specification of the controlled counter. The description above gave three
main functions that must be performed: loading and decoding CON, loading LIM, and counting. There
are two other functions needed: updating the output ports to reflect the internal count value, and
generating an internal enable signal which disables counting if the limit has been reached. This implies
the controlled counter can be modeled by five concurrent subbehaviors, one for each function. Each
of the five behaviors is now briefly discussed.

• Decode- Loads the condition register CONREG with CON, then generates a decoded signal
CONSIG. It will do this whenever STRB is rising.
• Load_limit- Loads the limit register LIM when CONSIG is "0010" AND STRB is falling. The wait
statement used is wait on STRB until STRB='O' and CONSIG(1}='1 '. There is a VHDL intricacy to note here. The on STRB can not be omitted, since its omission implies on STRB, CONSIG,
which is incorrect because a change on CONSIG should not trigger the loading of LIM.
• Update_enable- Generates an enable signal EN which disables counting if the current count value
equals the limit. The code waits on a change of the count or the limit, which are the only two
things that could change EN. The wait statement occurs at the end of the loop so that the EN
signal is initially generated. This is how a concurrent signal assignment is done with SpecCharts,
which only permits sequential code. Note that if there was no delay involved with the EN signal
as there is now, then the EN signal would always be equal to C NT/ = LIM and thus could be
replaced by this expression. Note that we have replaced the ENIT and CNT _CLR signals used
in the [8, 9] VHDL models, since they do not simplify the SpecChart description.
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Counter
loop
wait until CONSIG(O)='l' or CLK='l';
if CONSIG(O)='l' then
CNT <= B"OOOO" after 5 ns;
elsif CONSIG(2)='1' and EN then
CNT <= CNT + B"OOOl'' aft.er 12 ns;
elsif CONSIG(:3)='1' and EN then
CNT <= CNT- B"OOOl" after 12 ns;
end if;
end loop;

Figure 3: Alternative SpecChart description of the Counter behavior

• Update_output- Ensures that the controlled counter's output CNT _QUT always reflects the internal count CNT (essentially a concurrent signal assignment).
• Counter- This is the most interesting behavior as it performs the actual counting. Counter
can be thought of as always being in one of two states, either performing count operations or
performing an asynchronous clear. Thus, it consists of two sequential subbehaviors, Count and
Clear. The default initial behavior is Count; if at any time CONSIG is "0001", CNT must be
immediately cleared (actually after a small delay). This is accomplished by a TI arc flowing to
Clear, which resets the count value to 0. The 'after 5 ns' clause in Clear not only delays the
clearing for .5 ns, but also creates a 5 ns hold time for the clear to occur (otherwise by definition
of a TI arc CNT would not get updated).

When Count is active, it can be in one of three states, either counting up, counting down,
or waiting for the next count operation. Note that wait_state demonstrates one use of a null
behavior, a common occurrence in SpecCharts.
From the above description, it is clear that the signals CONSIG, LIM, CNT, and EN must be declared somewhere. They are declared along with the ports in the topmost behavior, Controlle<Lcounter,
whose declarations are global over all subbehaviors. The declarations assume the existence of a nibble
subtype, declared as bit_vector( 3 down to 0) in package ccpack.
2.3.1

Alternative Specification

A model was also developed which was identical to that given above except for the Counter behavior. The Counter behavior's functionality was described with code, rather than with sequential
subbehaviors. The code was similar to that found in block CNT_UP _QR_DQWN in [8, 9] (see figure 3
for Counter's code). This resulted in less Spec Chart code, but we feel using sequential sub behaviors
and arcs enhances the understandability of the model.

2. 4

Analysis

SpecCharts is not intended as another HDL. HDL constructs are sufficient to describe the controlled
counter. The only advantage of using SpecCha.rts is the comprehension improvement of the statetransition based description as opposed to using only programming constructs. Here, SpecCharts can
enhance documentation or serve as a convenient front-end to VHDL.
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3

The DRACO Peripheral Interface

3.1

Source and Brief Description

This example is the 1781 discrete I/O backplane custom integrated circuit, DRACO, obtained from
the Rockwell Corporation. The belrnvior of DRACO was determined from the data sheet [10], from
the designing engineer, and from the production test vectors. DRACO interfaces 16 I/O ports to
a microprocessor's 8-bit multiplexed address/data bus and control signals, with several security and
error-checking features.

3.2

English Specification

Due to the proprietary nature of this example, we can only discuss general aspects of its behavior.
However, we have modeled DRACO in complete detail, using the production test vectors to verify our
SpecChart description.
A block diagram of the DRACO chip is shown in Figure 4 .

>
.....

POWER
CEL
RESET_L

ADDRESS LATCH I
> I
> I PARITY LATCH
I
>

ALE
WRI1E_L

>

READ_L
ERROR_L
PARITY
ADDR_DATA_BUS

<

....

L_

......

<

~

8~

}

l

l

CONFIGURATION
and STATIJS
REGIS1ER

ELEC1RONIC
KEY

MSB IO_DIRIECTION
REGIS1ER
LSB IO_DIRIECTION
REGIS1ER

>

J

J

I MSB OUTPUT BUFFER
I LSB OUTPUT BUFFER

I
I

16
L

.,,.
-

I

MSB andLSB
IO_B l

Figure 4: Block Diagram of DRACO

Upon power-up, DRACO initializes the values of several internal registers. DRACO then waits
until it is instructed to perform a.n 8-bit address and parity-bit latch, a read, a write, or a reset.
A write first examines the latched address for a parity error if the address parity checking option
ha.s previously been enabled. Next, if the data parity checking option of DRACO is enabled, the parity
of the data byte received is checked. Writes to a particular sequence of addresses will change the state
of an iilternal key from "locked" to "unlocked". The key must be unlocked for any other writing or
reading to take place. A write can be to an internal configuration register (which select error checking
operations). Other addresses specify writes to one of two internal byte registers. Error checking can
be done by using parity or by using a checksum. Parity errors, checksum errors, and invalid address
errors all generate an error signal.
A read also first examines the address parity. Read addresses include: the checksum of the high
and low bytes of the output buffer, the high byte or low byte of the output buffer, the internal status
register, or the high or low byte of the 16-bit I/O port. A read will output the appropriate parity.
Parity error on a read address or a read from an invalid address generates an error signal.
Further details of DRACO operation can be found in [10].
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3.3

SpecChart Specification

The SpecChart is essentially a state-transition diagram, where each state is the power-up, reset,
address-latch, read or write behavior. The details of each behavior a.re specified with VHDL sequential
sta.te11wnts. Although we can't show the VHDL, we will mention that the read behavior contains 71
lines of VHDL, and the write behavior 184 lines. Each is essentially a. set of irregularly ncst('d if-tlH'llelse an<l case statements resulting in simple variable or port assignment statements. The other three
behaviors contained less than 10 lines each.
DRACO
declarations:
use dracopack;
port POWER : in switch ;
port CE_L : in bit ;
port RESET_L: in bit;
port ALE : in bit ;
port WRITE_L : in bit ;
port READ L: in bit;
port ERROR_L : out bit ;
port PARITY: inout bit;
port ADDR_DATA_BUS: inout LSB;
port MSB_IO_ BUS: inout MSB;
port LSB_IO_BUS: inout LSB;

si•nal ADDR LATCH; LSB ;
sign JI PARITY_LATCH : bit ;
signal CONFIG_STATUS_REG: LSB;
signal MSB_BUF: MSB ;
signal L5B_BUF: LSB ;
signal .\1SB_IO_DIR_REG: MSB;
signal L5B_IO_DIR_REG: LSB;
signal EKEY : key:= off;
variable MSB_FF: MSB ;
variable LSB_FF : LSB ;

POWER_ON and C!IlP_ENABLED
and fallins(WR_L)

rising(POWER)

POWER_ON and falling(RESIIT__L)

RESET

READ

POWER_ON and CHIP_ENABLED
and falling( ALE)
.--~-+----,

ADDRESS

Figure 5: SpecChart of DRACO (top-level only)

3.4

Analysis

Due to the conditional branching nature of the read and write behaviors, nested if-then-else and case
statements are the simplest constructs for capturing the behavior. Writing FSMs for these behaviors,
as required in Statecha.rts, is tedious and makes the behavior difficult to comprehend.
SpecChart sequentia:l subbehaviors are suitable for the state-transition relationship between the
behaviors. Using VHDL procedures would require implementing state-transitions with programming
constructs, snch as a loop statement, case statement, and a state variable, as shown in Figure 6.
This involves converting a two-dimensional state-transition diagram into a one-dimensional model of
sequential programming constructs, which is cumbersome.
The blend of state-transition constructs and programming constructs makes the SpecChart specification the closest to the conceptual view of DRACO.
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variable STATE_VAR

bit_vector(1 to 3);

loop
case STATE_VAR is
when "000" =>
wait until

DECODE

(

(power='!' and not (power'stable))
or (reset_l='O' and not (reset_l'stable) and power='!')
or ((ale='O') and not(ale'stable) and (power='!') and (ce_l
or ((read_l = '0') and not(read_l'stable) and (power='!')
and (ce_l='O'))
or ((write_l='O') and not(write_l'stable) and (power='!')
and (ce_l= '0'))

'0'))

if (power='!' and not (power'stable)) then
STATE_VAR := "001";
elsif (reset_l='O' and not (reset_l'stable) and power='!') then
STATE_VAR := "010";
elsif ((ale='O') and not(ale'stable) and (power='!')
and (ce_l='O')) then
STATE_VAR := "011";
elsif ((read_l='O') and not(read_l'stable)
and (power='!') and (ce_l='O')) then
STATE_VAR := "100";
elsif ((write_l='O') and not(write_l'stable)
and (power='!') and (ce_l='O')) then
STATE_VAR := "101";
end if;
vhen "001" =>
POWER_Oll;
STATE_VAR :=
when "010" =>
RESET;
STATE_VAR :=
when "011" =>
ADDRESS;
STATE_VAR :=
vhen "100" =>
READ;
STATE_VAR :=
vhen "101" =>
WRITE;
STATE_VAR :=
when "110" =>
STATE_VAR :=
vhen "111" =>
STATE_VAR :=
end case;
end loop;

"000";

"000";

"000";

"000";

"000";
"000";
11

000

11 ;

Figure 6: Specifiying DRACO's state-transitions with VHDL sequential statements is tedious
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A Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Thansmitter (UART)

4.1

Source and Brief Description

This example was provided by I-Logix Corporation at the Fall 1991 VHDL International User's Fornm
meeting in Newport Beach, California, in the form of a set of Statecharts [11]. The UART (Univcrsal
Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter) converts a serial (or parallel) input of 8 bits and a parity bit to
parallel (or serial) output.

4.2

English Specification

The UART interfaces an 8-bit processor with a 1-bit peripheral device. The UART has an 8-bit
parallel input/output data port (DATAJN) for communicating with the processor and a 1-bit serial
input/output port (LINE) to communicate with the peripheral.
The UART has the capability of performing certain actions which depend on four externally specified bits - CSR(3), CSR(2), CSR(l) and CSR(O). These bits are set by the processor.
The processor can issue certain commands to the UART which are specified by bits CSR(O) and
CSR(l):

CSR(O)

CSR(l)

0

0

0
1
1

1
0
1

Command

Load 8-bit data into internal register from DATAJN for serial transmission
Read 8-bit serial data which has been assembled in an internal register
Reset the UART, abandon all current transmitting/receive activities

Depending on bits CSR(2) and CSR(3), the UART can be in one of several modes :

CSR(2)

CSR(3)

0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1

Idle
Receive Mode : receive 8 bits of data serially
Transmit Mode : transmit 8 bits of data serially
Echo Mode : receive 8 bits of serial data and transmit it serially

In the receive mode, the UART waits until it detects a start bit (logic '1 ') on LINE, assembles the
next 8 bits of serial data on LINE into an internal register and verifies that the following parity bit is
correct for the byte received. If the parity is correct, it signals the processor which can then issue a
read command ( CSR(0 .. 1) = '10' ) to access the received byte. In the receive mode, an odd parity is
calculated for the data byte received.
In the tmnsmit mode, the data byte that has to be transmitted is loaded into an internal register of
the UART by issuing a load command ( CSR(O .. l) = '01' ). A start bit (logic 'l') is sent on LINE to
start the serial transmission. This is followed by the transmission of the 8 bits serially and finally the

11

parity hit. Tlw parity bit generated for the transmitted data byte depends on an externally specified
TX_pAJlITY _TYPE.
In the echo mode, the UART assembles a data. byte received serially in a. manner similar to that
of tlw receive mode. The data byte received is then transmitted serially a.s is done for the transmit
mode, except that the transmission commences automatically after the data byte has been received
by tllC' receiver ( 110 transmit commands from the processor for loading the transmission data registers
are needed).

4.3

SpecChart Specification

The top level Statechart and SpecChart for the UART is given in Figure 7. We must mention at this
point that the SpecChart model was made a.s similar to the Statechart model as possible, so that we
could compare the features of the two languages on the same modeling style (as opposed to comparing
two different modeling styles of the UART).
The SpecChart model has three concurrent behaviors transmitter, receiver and uar·Lmode. The
transmitter behavior consists of concurrent sub-behaviors: tx_hold_reg which latches the data. byte to
be transmitted in an internal register, and tx_mode which transmits the byte serially. The receiver
behavior also consists of two concurrent sub-behaviors: rx_mode which assembles the serial data bits as
they a.re received into an internal register, and fifo which transfers the byte received to the processor.
The behavior uarLmode checks when the UART is in the echo mode and accordingly transfers the
received serial data to the transmit register so that it can be then transmitted out serially.
All the arc conditions are implicitly ANDed with a rising(clk) event. The SpecCharts for the receive
and transmit behaviors are given in Figure 8 and Figure 9. The complete Spec Chart for the UART
in the textual form is given in Appendix B.

4.4

Analysis

Using SpecChart or Statechart "substates" makes the specification easier to comprehend than is
possible using an HDL.
A close examination of the StateChart and SpecChart of Figure 8 and Figure 9 will reveal that the
SpecChart description is much easier to comprehend than the Statechart. We now discuss the reasons
for this.
At the top level (Figure 7), both languages seem quite similar. The minor difference is that in
SpecCharts all actions occur upon entering a state, never during an a.re transition. On the other hand,
Figure 8 and Figure 9 demonstrate major differences in the languages due to the lack of programming
constructs in Statecharts. For example, the receive behavior detects a start bit (line=l) and then
reads the next eight bits into a register. The reading of the eight bits is clearly shown using the for
loop in read_bits of the SpecChart of Figure 8. Note that synthesis will likely unroll the for loop, so
no index counter is needed in the implementation.
In the Statecharts language, no such for loop is possible since only FSMs can be described. One
possible specification approach is to mimic a for loop by introducing a new variable i initialized to 0.
An arc with the condition i < 8 and action i := i + 1 is added that loops back on read_bits. Another
arc with condition i = 8 points to the C fork. Not only is this less readable than a for loop, "unrolling"
such a configuration during synthesis is difficult. Hence it is likely that a register and incrementer will
be synthesized for i, which is inefficient. A second specification possibility uses a trick in which the
8-bit register is loaded with a 'l' in its rightmost bit, 'O's in the other bits. Each input bit is shifted
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top_level_uart
receiver

transmitter

rx_mode

tx_mode

):::r(2 )=~ transmit

l.(idle

l.(

J

):::r(S)=~ receive

idle

csr(2)=0

csr(3)=0

tx_hold_reg

fifo

----

[read_enable=1] I fifofull:=1

load_thr I tx_hold_reg:=data_in; load:=1

empty

empty

loaded

J

loaded

read_fifo_cmd I fifofull:=O

rd(tx_hold_reg) I load:=O
I

------------------------------------------------------------uart_mode
[csr(2 .. 3)="11 "]
echo_active
reactions:
[read_enable=1]
I tx_hold_reg:=rx_shift_reg

normal_tx_rx
[csr(2 .. 3)/="11 "]

(a) Statechart for the UART
top_level_uart
transmitter

receiver
rx_mode

tx_mode

l.(

):::r( 2 )='~ transmit

tx_idle

J

l . ( rx_idle

):::r(3)=~ receive

csr(2}='0'

csr(3}='0'

tx_hold_reg

-----..

csr(0 .. 1 }="01'

fifo

tx_loaded

read_enable='1',

----~

tx_hold_reg
<=data_in;
load<= '1';

tx_empty
load<= 'O';

rx_empty
fifofull:=O;

tx_reg'active

)

______

rx_loaded
fifofull :=1 ;
csr(0 .. 1)="1 O"

I

------------------------------------------------------·-···-·
uart_mode
echo_active
csr(2 .. 3} ="11"

loop
wait until (read_enable = '1 '};
tx_hold_reg <= rx_reg;

csr(2 .. 3} ="11"

load<= '1';
wait until CLK'rising;
load<= 'O';
end loop;

normal_tx_rx

(b) SpecChart for the UART
Figure 7: SpecChart of the UART (top levels)
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receive
receive
walt_tor_start
parity_error:=O
read_enable:=O
carry:=O

Pine=1] / rx_shift_reg := '00000001'

walt_tor_start
line='1'

parity_error <="0';
read_enable <='0";

read_blts
for I In Oto 7 loop
wait until rising( elk);
rx_reg[I] := line;
parity_blt := parity_btt xor line;
end loop;

[carry=O] / eval_parity; push_ln

allow_read
ari

btt=llne I read enable:=1

allow_read
[parily_biV=line] I parlty_error.=1

parity _blt=line

parlty_error
parlty_error

eval_parity :
parity_bit := parity_bit xor line

parity _blV=line

parity_error <='1 ';

push_in:
rx_shift_reg[0 .. 7] := rx_shift_reg[1 .• 8]
rx_shift_reg[S] := line
carry := rx_ shlft_reg[O]

(a) Statechart

(b) SpecChart

Figure 8: SpecChart for the UART receive behavior

transmit

---------L~-~-•d'j_c1_'.=_li~-;e_1';_a1_d__,d_a_1a_ _ _--... [in_shift=1]
idle

tx_byte

I push_data

tx_shift_reg:=Ox1 FF
tx_act:•O

transmit

tx_parity

tx_byte
line <='1';
tx_act <= '1 ':
tx_reg := tx_hold_reg:

load

1 °'w~~ ~n~ 7dE~rising;

transmit_idle
tx act<= 'O';
line<= ·o·;
parity_blt := ·o·

load_data:
tx_shift_reg(0 .. 7) := tx_hold_reg
tx_shift_reg(B) := 1
push_data:
parity_bit :• parity _bit xor tx_shift_reg(O) xor tx_parity type
tx_s~ift_reg(0 .. 7) := tx_shift_reg(1 .. 8);
tx_shift_reg(B) := O;

line <= tx_reg[ij:
parity_blt := parity_bit xor tx_regp]
xor tx_parity_type;
end loop;

line<=parity_blt;

in_shift:
tx_shift_reg!~ or tx_shift_reg(2l ortx_shift_reg(3) or
tx_sh~t_reg 4 or tx_shift_reg(S or tx_shift_reg(6) or
or tx_shift_reg(8
tx_shift_reg

(a) Statechart

(b) SpecChart

Figure 9: SpecChart for the UART transmit behavior
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into this register. After each shift, the shift-out value (carry) is checked; a value of '1' signifies that a 11
8 bits have been shifted in. This is the trick used in the Statecharts model. A similar approach was
used in the transmit behavior. Such tricks are made necessary when trying to model behavior using
FSMs; the result is a specification that is very difficult to comprehend.

In Statecharts, the state names indicate that an action is being performed (e.g. reruLbits). whereas
the action is actually on the arc. This is awkward. In SpecCharts, there are only behaviors (not
states). Arcs merely transition from one behavior to another. All actions a.re part of a. be havi or. Note
this su ht.le but important difference between the models provided by the languages. Statecharts a.re
essentially FSMs. SpecCharts provide for a complete hierarchy of behaviors.

4.5

UART Modeling Notes

As was mentioned earlier, it was necessary to model the UART in SpecCharts similar to the Sta.techa.rt
presented in [11] so as to facilitate a comparison of the two languages independent of the modeling
style. However, there were a few issues in the Sta.techart model which we felt might lead to inaccuracies
in the design.
For example, the transmit and receive behaviors are shown as concurrent even though only one of
them can be active at any one time. This is due to the fact that there is only one single bit port LINE
for serial transmitting/receiving. Since making these two behaviors concurrent was a fundamental
modeling decision on part of the Statechart designer, we implemented the same in the SpecChart
model.
Another inaccuracy is in the echo mode. After the received bits have been assembled into RX_SHIFT _REG,
the byte is transfered to the TXJIOLD..REG, but the LOAD line is not set to logic level '1' to
start the serial transmission (i.e., to cause the transition labeled [LOAD}/LINE:= 1; TX_ACT := 1;
LOADJJATA between states idle and tx_byte) in the Statechart transmit. Thus in the echo mode,
the received byte can never be transmitted. We rectify this in the SpecChart by toggling the LOAD
condition in behavior echo_active. Also, at the sa.me time the byte is being 'echoed' or transmitted,
since the receive state machine is enabled, it will be receiving the same bits as they are being transmitted out. This can be corrected by having separate serial data ports for transmitting and receiving,
or by ensuring that the transmit and receive operations are not performed simultaneously.

In the Statechart the parity bits in the receive and transmit states are not initialized. Thus, for
every time that a data byte is received or transmitted, the parity calculated could be wrong since it
depends on the parity value calculated for the previous byte. We have corrected this by resetting the
parity bit in the behaviors receive_idle and transmiLidle.
The Statechart also did not specify how the value TX_pARITY _TYPE is determined. We have
assumed in the SpecChart that it is an external port.
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5
5.1

A Pipelined Processor
Source and Brief Description

This example was obtained from a Verilog description of a pipPlined processor in a book on mod0ling
with Verilog [12]. It is a simple RISC processor with two-address instructions. The fetch, execute,
and write-results stages of operation are pipelined.

5.2

English Specification

MEM

psr (slalus)

Figure 10: Block diagram of the pipelined processor

Figure 10 gives a block diagram of the pipelined processor. The processor supports two address
instructions, where an instruction contains a register /register operation (thus a register file is present),
or a register /memory transfer (load or store). Immediate operands can also be specified. The processor
contains its own memory; this is merely to avoid detailing the memory to processor interface when
instead we want to concentrate on the pipelining behavior. Other processor components include a
program counter (PC), an instruction register (IR), an ALU with add, multiply, complement, shift,
and rotate operations, and a status register (PSR). Momentarily ignoring any pipelining, an instruct1on
is performed in three stages: fetch, execute, and write result. The fetch sta.ge reads the instruction
pointed to by the program counter into the instruction register. The execute stage either loads the PC
with a new address (for a branch instruction), loads the result register with the result of an operation
(for an ALU operation instruction), or moves data between a register and memory (for a load or store
instruction). If the instruction was an ALU operation, then the write results stage writes the contents
of the result register to the appropriate register or memory location.
To increase the efficiency of instruction execution, an instruction pipeline is implemented. The
fetch, execute, and write result stages all perform in parallel in a single clock. Fetch fetches an
instruction into an instruction queue. Execute pops an instruction off the instruction queue into the
IR and then executes; if there was no instruction available, execute is idle. Write results stores the
result of an operation instruction from the previous clock cycle to .the appropriate location. Note
that the destination location is needed from the IR, and the result is needed from the result register.
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How<'ver, these resisters may get overwritten by the other stages, since they executf' concurrently.
Thus, after each clock, we need to store a copy of these registers for use by the subse<p1ent writt
results. This is implemented by a two phase clock. On the first phase the three stages execute; on the
second, backups are made of the two registers. It is also in the second plia.se that the queue is flushed
if a branch was taken. In addition, the program counter is loaded with the next address in this second·
phase.
To model the latency of a typical memory, a memory access requires two dock cycles.

5.3

SpecChart Specification

(a)

always @(do_fetch) begin: fetch_block
fetch;
end;
always @(do_execute) begin: execute_block
end; execute;

event do_fetch, do_execute, do_write_results;
always @(posedge clock) begin: phasel_loop
if (!reset) begin
if ( !queue_full && !mem_access) -> do_fetch;
if ((qsize > 0) II mem_access) -> do_execute;
if (re~ult_ready) -> do_write_results;
end
end

always @(do_write_results) begin: write_block
write result;
end;
always @(posedge clock or negedge clock) begin
if (reset= 1) perform_reset;
end

always @(negedge clock) begin : phase2_loop
if (!reset) begin
end
end

(b)

SISC

ACTIVE
rising(CLK)

PHASEl
not queue_full and
not mem_access

FETCH

qsize > 0 or mem_acces

result_ready

PHASE2

falling(CLK

WRITE_RESULT

EXECUTE

Figure 11: Overall control of the pipelined processor

Figure 11 provides the overall control model for the processor. Both a Verilog HDL description and a
SpecChart description are shown.
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5 .4

Analysis

Note tl1at it is much simpler to determine the functionality from the SpecChart model than from the
HDL model. While the gra.phica.l representation pla.ys a. la.rge role in this, it does not pla.y the key rok.
Specifically, the underlying model of a SpecCha.rt description is a hierarchy of sequential a.nd concmTent
behaviors, whereas tha.t for a. typical HDL is a. set of concurrently exc>cuting processes. Thus, ev0n a
textual SpecCha.rt of the processor is simpler to understand, since the hierarchy of functionality a.nd
the state transitions a.re explicit. Conversely, a HD L mocld must be visually scanned severa.l times,
a.nd the hierarchy must be developed in one's mind a.fter being extracted from the use of the activation
control signals.
Another important difference to note between the two models is the specification of the res{'t. In
the SpecChart model, it is clea.r tha.t regardless of the execution status of the processor, the reset
input becoming '1' immediately resets the processor, a.s indicated by the TI arc pointing from Active
to Reset. On the other hand, specifying this immediate transition is almost impossible in the HDL
description without hopelessly cluttering the model with checks for reset= '1' a.fter every statement
during which time advances. Thus, the HDL model checks the reset only at the beginning of each
phase. This is a strange way to specify a reset (it's essentially a.n edge-triggered reset rather tha.n
a.n a.synchronous one), but it is the best tha.t can easily be <lone in the HDL, since there a.re not
abstractions for hierarchical behaviors.
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6

The Intel 8237 A DMA Controller

6.1

Source and Brief Description

This example was adapted from the Intel Microprocessor and Peripherals Handbook [13]. The 82:37A
Direct Memory Access Controller is a peripheral interface circuit for microprocessor systc_>ms, which
allows external d<'vices to transfer data to and from the mf'mory directly. The 8237 A offers a wide
variety of of programmable control features, four independent DMA chann('ls, memory-to-memory
transfers and allows dynamic reconfiguration under program control.

6.2

English Specification

A full description of the 8237 A is given in [13]. Briefly, the 8237A contains four independent DMA
channels and may he expanded to any number of channels by cascading additional controller chips.
The DMA transfer can be performed in one of four modes. In the Single Transfer Mode (STM ),
the dE'vice requesting the DMA service is programmed to transfer one byte whenever its request is
acknowledged. The Block Transfer Mode (BTM) allows the device to transfer the entire data until the
word count register has been decremented to zero. The Demand Tmnsfer !vfode (DTM) the DMA is
programmed to continue making transfers until eitlwr the word count has reached zero or the device
requesting the service removes its request. In the Cascade Transfer Mode ( CTM), more than one
8237 As can be cascaded to enable more than the four devices to request and receive DMA service.
Ea.ch of the DMA transfers can be one of several types. Read transfers move data from the memory
to the I/O devices, write transfers move data from I/O devices to the memory, verify transfers are
pseudo transfers in that the appropriate addresses a.re generated but the I/O and memory control
lines remain inactive. Memory-to-memory ( MTM) transfer can achieve the transfer of data from one
memory to another.
For ea.ch of the four channels, the 8237 A has base and current word count and address registers.
While the base registers retain the values written by the microprocessor during the DMA service, the
current registers a.re constantly updated by incrementing/ decrementing them during the data transfer.
Ea.ch channel has an associated 6-bit mode register which determines the mode of operation (STM,
BTM, DTM, or CTM) and the nature of the data transfer (read, write, verify or MTM) for the channel
as described above. The mode register also indicates whether the autoinitialization is enabled for the
channel, and whether the address has to be incremented or decremented.
The 82:37 A provides two rotating and fixed priority schemes to resolve contentions for DMA seryice
by the four channels. The channels can be programmed to autoinitialize , i.e., restoring the current
word count and address registers with the original values from the base registers at the completion of
the DMA transfer by that channel.
The microprocessor configures the the 8237 A by writing to the command register, request register,
mask register, and the mode registers for each channel. In addition, the microprocessor may read the
status register to examine the status of the devices at any point.

6.3

SpecChart Specification

Figure 12 shows the behavioral transitions for the DMA controller. All declarations as well as all leaf
behavior details (i.e. VHD L sequential statements) are omitted for clarity. The complete Spec Chart
in its textual form can be found in Appendix E.
The SpecChart consists of two concurrent behaviors - main and priority. The behavior main
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8237DMA

main

priority
reset sta1e
RESET='f

active_state

mem __to mem

regular_1ransfer

rotating _priority

tixed_priority
cmd_reg[4)='1'

cmd_Atg[4)='0'

(STM)or
(BTM and
(TC or EOP _in='1')) or
(DTM and
(TC or EOP _in='1'
or DREQ(chnum)
=emd_reg[6]))

Figure 12: SpecChart of the 8237 A DMA Controller

contains sub-behaviors which describe the microprocessor-8237 A interface, the various DMA transfer
modes (STM, DTM, BTM and CTM) and the data transfer types (read, write, verify or MTM).
The behavior priority updates and decides the relative priority of the four channels requesting DMA
service. This is used by the behavior main in reponding to simultaneous requests for service.

6.4

Analysis

Since the microprocessor's access of the 8237A depends on the values on the chip select (CS), the I/O
read and write lines, the lower four bits of the address bus, the software commands to the 8237 A were
easily represented using a case statement and nested if-then-else statements in the idle_state. Writing
FSMs for these behaviors, as would be required by a Sta.techart description, would not only be tedious
but would clutter the specification.
The sequential su h-behaviors in Spec Charts a.re well suited for activating the appropriate behaviors
based ou the DMA transfer mode as shown in the behavior active_state. The concept of completion
enables us to specify transitions between sequential behaviors even when there are no explicit events
to initiate the transitions other than the knowledge that the previous behavior must complete before
the next one is activated. (e.g. sequencing between mtmO, mtml, mtm2 and mtm3).
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7
7.1

A Telephone Answering Machine
Source and Brief Description

This example was derived from the behavior of a telephone answering machine currently availahll' on
the market. In addition to standard answering machine functions, it has remote operation capability
and toll saver.

7.2

English Specification

Typical operation consists of answering a phone line after a required number of rings (see below),
playing a prerecorded announcement, and recording a message onto a tape. A block diagram of the
portion of the answering machine which we wish to specify is shown in Figure 13.

phone line interface
functions

phone line

touch sensitive
machine buttons

tape recorder

announcement
player

Figure 13: Block diagram of the answering machine (the shaded portion is to be specified)

The machine has several external buttons, switches, and a numerical display. The "system-on"
switch is essentially the power switch; when in the "off" position, the machine ignores the phone
line and all buttons. vVhen "on", the display shows the current number of messages. Pressing the
"play-messages" button will play all messages. Regular tape-player buttons are also available (play,
forward, rewind, stop); pressing any of these will make the current number of messages zero. Pressing
the "record-announcement" button causes a beep to sound, followed by another beep several seconds
later. Anything spoken into the microphone between these two beeps becomes the prerecorded announcement. The announcement can be heard by pressing the "play-announcement" button. Pressing
and holding the "memo" button allows one to record a message by speaking into the external microphone. The message is terminated when the button is released. "memo" is thus useful for leaving
messages to other household members.
The "machine-on" switch denotes that the machine should answer the phone. When on, the number
of rings that the machine will wait to answer is usually four. However, if the "tollsaver" switch is
on and there is a message, the machine answers in two rings. Tollsaver allows the machine owner to
determine via phone that no messages exist on the machine. If the phone rings three times, then there
a.re no messages and the owner can hang up, thus avoiding any long-distance charges. Sometimes the
owner will forget to turn on the machine before leaving the household. Hence, the machine answers
the phone after 15 rings when not on. The owner can then remotely turn the machine on, as described
below.
Once the ma.chine has answered the phone, it plays the announcement. When completed, a beep
is produced and the content of the phone line is recorded until a dialtone is detected or a maximum
message time length is reached. Afterwards, the machine hangs up the phone, and again monitors
the phone line for rings. If a dialtone was detected while playing the announcement, the machine
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immediately hangs up, and does not proceed to record a message. If the button-tone 1 is det<'ct<'d
either while playing the announcement or while recording a message, the machine terminates either
of these activities and enters remote operation mode.

respond_to_oxUlno
ns1ng(cia!lme_p)

lnftlallzo_system

play_announcement

remote_ o peratlon

respond_to_machlne_button

stop_prev
decode_pushod_button
!---"'""-""""'eel!..e.'1J...'...i handle _play _pushed
lwd

eel ='1'
eel ='1'

maro

..
hear ann

heel

'1'

handle.. fwd_pushed

respond_to_cmds
mlsc_cmds

hear_msgs_cmds

handle_rew_pushed
h1ndle_memo_pushed

eel

'1'

shed

-'1'

ad

='1'

had

-'1'

handle_stop_pushed
handle__hear_ann_pushed
handle_rec_ann_pushed
handle_play_msgs_pushed

·························\································:··································
machlno_on_toggler
:
conc_asgns1
:
conc_asgns2

.

.

Figure 14: SpecChart of the answering machine (non-leaf levels)

The first step in remote operation mode is to check a user-identification number. The next four
button-tone numbers that are pushed are compared to four numbers stored internally. If they do
not match, the machine hangs up the phone. If they do match, the machine can be instructed to
perform any of several ha.sic commands. Button-tone 2 plays all messages. Button-tones 3 through 6
correspond to standard tape-player buttons play, forward, rewind, and stop. Button-tone 7 causes the
number of messages to be indicated by a number of beeps. Button-tone 8 instructs the machine to leave
the basic commands mode and enter the miscellaneous commands mode. In this mode, button-tone
3 "erases" all messages (i.e. rewinds to the beginning of the tape, sets the message counter to zero).
Button-tone 4 plays the announcement. Button-tone 5 is identical to pressing the external "recordannouncement" button. Button-tone 6 toggles the "machine-on" switch from off to on or vice-versa
(upon hangup). Button-tone 2 returns the machine to the basic commands mode. If a dialtone occurs
in either of these command modes, the tape is reset to the end of the last message (i.e. any existing
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messages are saved). This reset also occurs if button-tone 9 is pressed in basic command mode. After
this reset, or if a dialtone occurs while checking the user id, the machine hangs up.

If the external "machine__on" button is set to off at any time after the machine has answered the
pho11C'. any current activity is immediately terminated and the ma.chine goes back to monitoring the
phm1<' line, as above. This is useful for screening calls. External ma.chine buttons have precedellce
over the machine answering the phone; hence pressing any external button will also terminate any
current activity.

7.3

SpecChart Specification

Figure 14 shows the behavior transitions for the answering ma.chine. All declarations as well as all leaf
behavior details (i.e. VHDL sequential statements) are omitted for clarity. The details of the monitor
leaf behavior are shown in Figure 1.5. The complete SpecChart in its textual form can be found in
Appe11dix D.
Note that the answering machine is entirely event-driven; there is no notion of a. clock. For example, at some time the monitor behavior may be a.dive. If the machine_butto1i_pu.shed event occurs
( rnea11i11g that an external machine button was pushed), the monitor behavior is terminated and the
responrLto_machine_bulton behavior is activated. In fact, this event terminates the respon<Uo_ea:t_line
behavior regardless of which subbehavior is executing.

7.4

Analysis

Since the answering ma.chine specification is essentially a hierarchy of modes with numerous events
that ca.use immediate mode transitions, SpecCharts is an ideal language for capturing the specification.
There is no simple way to capture this system using HDL processes for ea.ch mode. Using procedures
would also be difficult due to the number of state variables and nested case statements necessary.
More importantly, handling the events in a procedural description would require modifying all "wait"
statements to detect all appropriate events and then "jumping" to the appropriate next state; writing
such HDL code is an arduous task. Essentially, it would be extremely difficult to write HDL code for
the answering machine, and any such code would be unreadable for all practical purposes.
Note the extensive use of programming constructs (e.g. CHECK_lD ). FSM languages such as Statecharts would require that such behaviors be described as a FSM, which unnecessarily obscures the
functionality. Also note the extensive use of the completion concept in the Spec Chart description
(remember that Statecharts has no such concept). Note the elegance of completion being defined for
any behavior, whether described as sequential sub-behaviors or as VHDL sequential statements.
In summary, the concept of behavioral hierarchy is essential for concise and accurate specification
of the answering machine. Without it, specification is cumbersome, error-prone, and unreadable.
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name {MONITOR}
declarations
{

variable num_rings: integer range 1 to 20;
variable i: integer range 0 to 20;
procedure determine_num_rings( num_msgs : in integer
tollsaver : in bit ;
machine_on : in bit ;
variable num_rings : out integer ) is
begin
if ((num_msgs > 0) and (tollsaver = '1') and (machine_on = '1')) then
num_rings := 2;
elsif (machine_on = '1') then
num_rings := 4;
else
-- override in case forgot to turn machine on
num_rings := 15;
end if;
end;
}

code
{

determine_num_rings(num_msgs,tollsaver_p,machine_on,num_rings);
i

:= O;

while (i < num_rings) loop
wait on ring_p,machine_on,tollsaver_p;
if ring_p = '1' and ring_p'event then
i:=i+1;
else
determine_num_rings(num_msgs,tollsaver_p,machine_on,num_rings);
end if;
end loop ;
offhook_p <= '1';
}

Figure 15: Example leaf behavior of the answering machine
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8

A Microwave Transmitter Controller

8.1

Source and Brief Description

This example wa.s designed by a San Diego consulting firm using SpecCharts as the specification
language and st.a rting point for software generation. It is a controller for a system which allows a telPvisio11 cameraman to transmit his/her video signal over any one of 4.5 different microwave freq11P11ciPs,
at <Hl<' of three power levels. The camera.man ma.y change frequencies or power levels at a.n:v tim<'.
SafPty f('a.tures a.re included to a.void accidental changes and to ensure certain frequencies are a.voided
near government installations.

8.2

English Specification

A block diagram of the microwave transmitter system is shown in Figure 16. A camera's video output is
transmitted over a particular microwave frequency. Since several cameramen may be operating nearby,
e.g. while covering a golf tournament, it is necessary for each camera.man to transmit over a unique
frequency to a.void interference. A camera.man may also need to change frequencies to a.void otl1er
sources of interference, and in some cases may need to increase the power of the signal to overcome the
interference. Thus each cameraman requires a hand-held unit for changing his microwave transmission
frequency and power level.
hand-held device
16-character LCD
I

' Freq: 19+ low

n•I
D .
Video input

Video transmitted as
microwave signal of
chosen frequency and
power mode
~

Transmitter

---....

Figure 16: Block diagram of the microwave transmitter system (the shaded portion is to be specified and
designed)

Figure 16 shows a hand-held unit consisting of an LCD and four buttons. The LCD displays
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the current frequency and power level. The frequency is displayed as a "channel", wlwrP there an'
1.5 channels available for video transmission, each having a possible + and - offset, resulting in 4!)
possible transmission frequencies. There are 3 power levels, "Hi", "Low", and "Standby".
To change the power level, the level button is pressed, ca.using the LCD to display the next higlH'r
level, returning to "Standby" if the level was "Hi''. To change the frequency, the up or down but terns
are p1w;sed, causing the LCD display to increment or decrement the channel, incrementing to th<'
minimum channel after the maximum one, and vice-verna. For example, to change from channd 1 to
channel 3+, one must step through the intermediate channels 1+, 2-, 2, 2+, 3-, and 3. However,
we rnnst not allow transmission to occur over the intermediate frequencies. The reason is that those
freq1wncies may already be in use. Therefore. changes are only tentative and don't actually take effect
until the enter key is pressed. Thus, when up or down is pressed, the LCD begins blinking to indicate
that the displayed channel is merely a pending channel; likewise when level is pressed. When the enter
key is pressed, the new frequency and power-level are sent to the transmitter, and the LCD stops
blinking.
Since the unit will likely be strapped to the camera.man's belt, a button may be pressed accidentally.
To avoid leaving the unit in a blinking state, it is required that enter must be pressed within ten seconds
after the la.st pressing of up, down, or level; otherwise the LCD stops blinking and displays the actual
transmission channel and power level.
The frequencies corresponding to channels 11-1.5 are commonly used by government installations.
To provide extra assurance that one of these channels is not selected when near such installations,
the unit should be easily configurable to make either channel 10 or channel 15 the largest channel.
Holding the enter key for at lea.st five seconds and then releasing it should put the unit in a state
where the user can toggle between the two largest channel configurations by pressing either up or
down. Pressing enter returns the unit to its normal state. If the current channel was between 11 and
15, and the unit was just configured with channel 10 a.s the largest channel, then the current channel
should become 1, and the power-level should become "Standby".
When the unit is turned on, the company name and the serial number of the unit should be
displayed for a few seconds. The initial channel and power level should then be the same as when the
unit was last shut off.

8.3

SpecChart Specification

Figure 17 shows the behavior transitions for the microwave transmitter controller. All procedure
bodies as well as all leaf behavior details (i.e. VHDL sequential statements) are omitted for clarity.
After choosing the specific LCD to use (Optrex's 16-character Dot Matrix LCD Module DMA
Series), procedures were written to implement the protocols required to initialize the LCD and to
send au instruction. Building on this, other procedures were then written to perform a clear, write a
character, write a string of 16-characters, turn the display on or off (for blinking), and write the LCD
with a frequency and power-level.
Procedures were then written to interface with the transmitter. One contained the protocol for
sending a single bit to the transmitter, another for sending a new frequency value (by sending a series
of bits), and a third for sending the power-level.
Variables were declared to maintain the maximum allowable frequency ( maxfreq), the current frequency (freq), the current power-level (level), the pending frequency (pending_freq), and the pending
level (pending_level). A frequency is an integer from 1 to 45; the UpdateLcd procedure converts the
integer to the appropriate channel (1-10) and offset (-, none, +) by using division and mod opera-
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MWT_CONTROLLER
Procedures
Lcdlnitialize()

LcdWriteString( 16-char string)

LcdSendlnstr(instruction)
LcdClear()

LcdDisplayOff()

TransmitterSendFrequency(freq)

LcdDisplayOn()

TransmitterSendMode(mode)

LcdWriteChar(char, position)

UpdateLcd(frequency, mode)

Pressed(button__port)

TransmitterSendDataBit(bit)

PowerOff
power__p

not power_p

PowerOn
,--------------..timeout(,...10_s~-----"""'""

Cancel Pending

FrequencyUp

FrequencyDown

ModeSelect

EnterChanges
timeout(Ss)

Figure 17: SpecChart of the microwave transmitter controller (state-transitions)
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ti011s. An additional boolean variable change_pending is used to indicate whether a new frequency or
power-level is pending.
The various modes and transitions for the controller were then determined. The first mode after
powN up is Initiali::ation, in which the LCD is initialized, and initial values are determined for the
frequ(lucy and power-level. The controller then waits for a button to be pressed while in the Button.Wait A 11dBlink mode. If up, down, or level is pressed, the Frequency Up, Frequency Down, or Leve!Sd<d
mode is entered, respectively, to determine the appropriate next pending frequency or power-levPl.
Each then calls UpdateLcd and sets change_pnuling to true. Afterwards, when the depressed button is
released, control returns to the Button WaitAndBlink mode. Since change_pending is true, this mode
turns the LCD on and off for one-half second each, thus achieving the desired blinking to indicate that
the display shows the pending frequency and power-level, not the actual ones. If the controller sta.ys
in this mode for 10 seconds, the Cance/Pending mode is entered, which restores the LCD with the
actual frequency and power-level, and sets change_pending to false to stop the blinking, after which
Button WaitAndBlink is re-entered.
If enter is pressed while in the Button WaitAndBlink mode, the controller transitions to the EnterChanges mode, in which freq and level are updated with the pending values, change_penrling is set
to false, and the new values frequency and power-level values are sent to the transmitter by calling
TransmitterSendFrequency and TransmitterSendLevel.
If enter is held down for at least 5 seconds, the GovtAccessToggle is entered. The LCD then
displays whether or not channels 11-1.5 are enabled or disabled. After releasing enter, pressing up
or down toggles between enabled or disabled. Pressing enter again returns the controller to the
Button WaitAndBlink mode. Note that changes to the maximum channel are made immediately,
i.e. there is no concept of a pending maximum channel.

8.4

Analysis

The state-transition constructs in SpecCharts are clearly useful in this example. Writing such a system
in VHDL would require describing the states using a state variable and a case statement, which is
cumbersome and more difficult to understand. Also note that the actions performed within each state
are essentially sequential programs, thus the use of sequential statements in leaf states is very useful,
whereas in Statecharts only simple zero-time actions are allowed. Especially useful is the procedure
construct.
The engineer designing this system chose to implement it as software running on the Intel 8751 8-bit
microcomputer. The SpecChart was translated into the C language, which was then compiled into
the 87.51 instruction set. The engineer stated that describing the system with SpecCharts and then
translating (manually) reduced design time by approximately 20% ( 1 man-day) over describing the
system with C initially, as is the standard practice. In addition, he stated that although the resulting
C code was approximately the same size as to be expected if the system was initially described with
C, it was far more structured and thus easier to understand and modify. When the SpecCharts to C
translation is automated, he estimates a 40-50% speedup in design time. It should also be noted that
the system's behavior was correct the first time.
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9
9.1

An Ethernet Network Coprocessor
Source and Brief Description

This f'Xample was obtained from R. Gupta and C'.N. Coelho at Stanford University. Their Hardwar0C behavioral specification was deriv<'d from the Ethernet 10b2 specifications, an cl was used as a
hardware/software partitioning example ill [14]. The Hardware(' specification was manually re\vritt('fl
as a SpecChart specification. The example is a 11Ptwork coprocessor that handles trallsmissio11 and
reception of data to and from an Ethernet link, including dirPct-memory access, thus relieving a host
computer from these tasks. The host computer can send configuration or data-transmit instructions
to tl1e network coprocessor.

9.2

English Specification

A block diagram of the network coprocessor environme11t and a decomposition of the coprocessor into
modul<'S are shown in Figure 18. The host CPU sends instructions to the coprocessor 's execution
unit. Since such instructions may arrive faster than they can be executed, instructions are stored on
a queue until executed.
For a transmit instruction, the execution unit sends the starting memory address to the transmit
unit, which then directly accesses the host system's memory through a DMA protocol. Starting at
the given address, the memory contains the size of the data to transmit, the data itself, and the
destination network address to which the data should be sent. The data is sent over the network
enclosed in a frame. The frame consists of a number of preamble byte patterns, a start-of-frame
byte pattern, two bytes indicating the destination address, two bytes indicating the host system's
address, a byte indicating the number of actual data bytes to follow, the data bytes themselves, a
parity byte computed from the previous bytes starting with the destination address, and finally an
end-of-frame byte pattern. The transmission unit sends the frame serially over the TXD line to the
network, enabling each data bit using TXE. If a collision is detected, the unit transmits a number
of jam bytes, waits for some amount of time, and then attempts to retransmit the frame. After a
successful transmission, the unit waits for a period of time required between frames before attempting
another transmission.
Separate instructions exist for the host CPU to configure the coprocessor by setting the preamble
byte pattern and the number of such bytes to send per frame, by setting the start-of-frame and encl-offrame byte patterns, by setting the host system's network address, by setting the pattern and number
of jam bytes sent after a collision, and by setting the interframe spacing time.
The reception unit continually receives data from the network until it detects a start-of-frame byte.
It then receives the destination address and compares this with the host system's address. If they
differ, the unit again waits for the next start-of-frame byte. However, if they are equal, the unit
receives the source address, the data length, the data bytes themselves, and the parity byte. If the
next byte is the end-of-frame byte, and the received parity equals the parity computed by the unit
itself, then the data is stored in a local memory, otherwise an error has occured. Instructions exist for
the host CPU to deactivate or reactivate the reception unit.

9.3

SpecChart Specification

Figure 19 shows the top-level concurrent behaviors (processes) for the network coprocessor. Several of
the behaviors are decomposed into sequential substates, as shown. All other behaviors are described
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Figure 18: Block diagram of the network coprocessor (source: Gupta and De Micheli, EDAC'92)
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Figure 19: SpecChart of the network coprocessor (state-transitions)
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CCT ='0'

using VHDL sequential statements. We have followed the moclc>ling decision made in [14] to dPcomposP
the coprncessor into the ten concurrent behaviors shown, and have maintained the same behavior and
signal names. The detailed data-flow between the processes is shown in Figure 20.
Included in the SpecChart is the interface behavior of the host CPU and memory. The cpu hehavior
grants bus access permission. mern is the system n1C'mory and contains several pieces of data to
transmit. queue and cp1u1ueue mimick the action of a host CPU sending instructions to the coprocessor.
enqueue receives instructions from the CPU and writes them to queuebuJTer which serves as an

inst ruction queue. The CPU can also query enqurnf: to determine if the instruction queue is full.
<:xcc_unit is the ma.in controller for the coprocessor. It reads instructions from the instrnrtion qu<>ue
and then executes that instruction. It's code is simply a case sta.tement with a branch for each possible
instruction. Several instructions ca.use exec_unit to update signals which hold values for the various
configuration values discussed above (e.g. preamble byte pattern). For a. transmit instruction, the
exec_unit activates rlma_xmit with a particular starting memory address, and then waits until notified
that the data. was transmitted successfully before moving on to the next instruction.

When given the signal to start, dma_xmit first requests bus access from the host CPU, after which
it directly reads from succesive memory locations (starting with the provided address) the destination
address, data length, and actual data., sending ea.ch of these to xmiLframe. It then releases control of
the bus to the CPU and waits for a. new address from exec_unit. The above describes the normal mode
of dma_:i:mit as captured with the dma_xrniLnorrnal substate. Note that this substate is enclosed in a
loop so repeats much like a. process. While drna_xmit is still sending data to xmiLframe, xmiLframe
may indicate that transmission failed. The normal mode is then terminated (via a. TI a.re), the CPU
bus is released in the drna_xrniLcancel mode, and the normal mode is re-entered, initially waiting to
be restarted by xmiLframe.
:i.:miLfrarne packages the data. provided to it by dma_xrnit in a frame, and then sends the frame
as a series of bytes to xrniLbit. The structure of a. frame was discussed in the previous section. The
packaging and sending is done in the xmiLframLnormal substate; note that the code for this substate
is enclosed in a loop, so it is repeated much like a process. However, if a collision is detected over the
CCTport, xmiLfrarne_normalis immediately terminated (via. a TI arc) and xrniLframe_collis entered.
The collision mode first indicates to dma_xmit that transmission failed. It then sends a. series of jam
bytes to xrniLbit, waits for some a.mount of time, waits until the network is available, and starts its
normal mode of operation again.
xmiLbit simply receives bytes from xrniLframe and sends them serially over the serial network line
TXD.

Concurrent to the above, rcv(Lbit continually reads bits from the serial line of the network into a
byte and sends that byte to rcvd_buffer. rcvd_frame takes bytes from rcv(Lbuffer and compares ea.di
with the pattern for start-of-frame. When the start-of-frame byte is detected, the next two bytes are
interpreted as a destination address, which is then compared with the address of the host system (as
configured by the CPU). If the addresses are equal, the rest of the bytes of the frame are read, and
sent to dm(Lrcvd which in turn writes the data to a local processor's memory using a. DMA protocol.
The local DMA protocol has is not shown in the SpecChart in this report.

9.4

Analysis

The various modes or states of several of the coprocessor's processes are easily captured using the
sequential sub behaviors of SpecCharts. Also, note that both TI and TOC arcs a.re used throughout the
SpecChart. For example, the TOC arc in dma_rcvd is traversed only if recBeg= '1 'AND dma_rcvd_start
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has completed execution, whereas the TI arc is traversed when recBeg=·'O'regardless of the exerntio11
status of dma_rcv(Lwrilf. The TOC a.re in this case is a normal sequencing from one l)('havior to
another. Such sequencing could also be captured by combining the two behaviors into one and inserting
a wait statement between them, i.e. wait until recBc,g= 'l'. Choosing between the two mod<'li 11g
alternatives is simply a matter of style. The TI arc, on the other hand, indicates an exceptional eve11t ·
which must be handled immediately, i.e. the reception of data. by dma_rcvd should be tNmiuat<•cl if
recBcy= '0'. Not handling this immediately would result in wasted bus cycles, since tlw syst1:.•m bus
wo11 Id be used to receive data that is eventually discarded.
Tl1e combination of sequential subbeha.viors and TI/TOC arcs enabled us to write a specification
that is much more explicit in its intended behavior than is the HDL specification from which we
obtained the example. This improvement is by no means a. result of the abilities of the specification
writers, but instead of the specification languages. Most HD L's such as Hardwa.reC and VHDL simply
do not cater to mode-based systems. As an example, consider the dma_xmit behavior. In Figure 19,
we see that the dma_xmiLnormal mode is active unless cancelxmit becomes '1', in which case we
immediately enter the dma_xmiLcancel mode. After performing whatever actions are necessary in
this cancel mode, we a.gain enter the normal mode. The contents of the normal and cancel modes
are shown in Figure 21(a.). The contents of dma_xmiLnormal make it clear that the following actions
a re performed sequentially: ( 1) the starting memory address is stored after the appropriate activation
signal is received, (2) the 16-bit destination address is received over the system bus and sent to another
process as two bytes, ( 3) another 16-bit data is received over the system bus and the first byte of this,
representing the data length, is sent to another process, ( 4) the appropriate number of data. bytes a.re
received and sent, and ( 5) the system bus is released. The contents of dma_xmiLcancel are also shown
in tl1e figure. Note that its statements a.re not enclosed in a loop, so after reaching the la.st statement,
the behavior is complete so we traverse a. TOC arc back to the beginning of dma_xmiLnormal.
Trying to capture the same behavior with an HDL is difficult. The difficulty results from there being
no constructs to easily capture the desired behavior of jumping to the cancel statements whenever
cancelxmit='O'. One of two modeling methods is usually employed in an attempt to capture the
behavior. In the first method, both the normal and cancel statements are placed in a single process.
Each statement in the normal section of code is followed by a check for cancelxmit= 'O'; if true, a. jump
to the cancel code is executed. Ea.ch statement which waits on some event must also be modified to
stop waiting if the cancelxmit= 'O' event occurs. Such modification of the normal statements obviously
clutters the description a.nd detra.cts from the readability of the code. (Actually, we need only add
the additional statements after sta.tements during which time can advance, which still clutters the
description). To make matters worse, most HDL's support structured programming practices a.nd
thus do not contain a go-to statement. Therefore, one may have to encl~se the normal sta.tements in
a loop, and implement a jump to the end of the statements by using a loop-exit statement.
A second modeling method, which is the method chosen by the Ha.rdwareC modelers, is shown
in Figure 21(b ). In this method, the code is first divided into blocks of statements, with each block
becoming a. branch in a case statement. At the end of ea.ch block, a variable is assigned a. value
indicating which is the next block to execute. The entire case statement is enclosed in a loop which
exits when cancelxmit= 'O'. Thus cancelxmit is checked after executing ea.ch block, which is similar to
the check accomplished by the first method described above. The advantage over the first method
is that less code is needed to perform the check. However, there are several disadvantages to this
model over the SpecCha.rt model. One disadva.nta.ge is that the sequentia.l series of actions being
performed (get the starting address, receive the destination address, etc.) is embedded in a. loop and
case statement, making it necessary to r_nenta.lly execute the model to understand the order of the
actions. In the SpecCha.rt model, the sequentiality of the actions is explicit; no loops, case branches,
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dma xmit : process
begin
state := STA RT:
while (cancelxmit='O') loop
case (state) is

behavior
{ name { dma_xmit_normal)

code
{
loop

when START=>
wait until txstart='1':
startingpc := txaddress:

if (restart= 'O') then
-- normal start
starting:= '1':
wait until txstart='1 ':
startingpc := txaddress;
else

~~~ds!:rt.~n.?pc;
wait until Bholdak='1';

~t;~~'.,;°o~~T~~ <= '1': rd:= '1':

-- restart after cancel

when RESTART
wait until txrestart='1';
pc := startingpc:
Bhold <= '1 ';
wait until Bholdak='1 ';

wait until txrestart='1 ';
restart :='0';
end if;

~cd;t ~~ir~~~~;the

system bus
Bhold <= '1':
wait until Bholdak='1 ';

~t;~~r,:o 0 ~~~~~ <= '1'; rd = '1':
when DEST1 =>
wait until Bwalt='O':
data:= Bdata; Brd <= 'O': rd:= 'O';
send(data(15 downto 8), DMAxmit);
state := DEST2:
when DEST2 =
send(data(15 downto 8), DMAxmit);
state := LENGTH;
when LENGTH =>
-- send LENGTH
pc:= pc+ 2:

-- send DESTINATION
starting := 'O':
Baddr <=pc: Brd <= '1 '; rd:= '1 ';
wait until Bwait='O':
data:= Bdata: Brd <= 'O': rd:= ·a·:
send(data(15 downto 8). DMAxmit):
send(data(7 downto 0). DMAxmit):
-- send LENGTH
pc:=pc+2:

~:~d~n~if ~~~~~o~= '1 '; rd:= '1 ':
data:= Bdata: Brd <= 'O': rd:= 'O':

~:~~n~il ~~~:~o~= '1':

re~:~=PJatafi 5 downto 8):

data:= Bdata: Brd <= 'O': rd:= 'O':

rd:= '1';

f.~::=,,pJ'aTafis

send(len, DMAxmit):

downto 8);
send(len, DMAxmit);

-- send DATA
for i in 1 to len loop
ff odd(i) then
send(data(7 downto 0), DMAxmit);
else

counter := O:
ff (!en /= 0) then

state:= DATA:
else
state := END;
end rt:
when DATA=
send(data(7 downto 0), DMAxmit):
rt (counter< len) then

=~d~n~ll ~~~~~%~= '1'; rd:= '1';
data := Bdata: Brd <= ·o·: rd := 'O':
pc:=pc+2:
.
send(data(15 downto 8), DMAxmit):
end ff:
end loop:

counter:= counter+ 1;

state := DATA2;
else
state :=END:
end ff:
when DATA2 =>
Baddr <=pc; Brd <= '1': rd := '1 ':
wait until Bwait='O':
data:= Bdata; Brd <= 'O'; rd:= 'O':
pc:= pc+ 2:
send(data(15 downto O), DMAxmit);
rt (counter< !en) then
counter:= counter+ 1:
state:= DATA;
else
state := END;
end rt;
when END=>
Bhold <= ·a·:
wait until Bholdak='O';
-- free the buses
Baddr <=null; Brd <=null;

--END
Bhold <= 'O':
wait until Bholdak='O':
-- tree the buses
Baddr <=null: Brd <=null;
end loop;

)
)

behavior
{ name { dma_xmit_cancel)
code

{ ff (rd='1' and starting='O') then
wait un!il .Bwa,it=,'0,';
Brd<= 0, rd.= 0,
end ff;
rt (starting='O') then
Bhold <O ·o·:
wart until Bholdak='O':
end rt;
Baddr <=null: Brd <g null;
restart:= '1';

end case;
end loop
if ~~it·~·n~rg!~~!io·~TART) then
Brd <= ·a·; rd:= ·o·:
end rt:
ff (state/=START) then
Bhold <= 'O':
wait until Bholdak='O';
end ff;
Baddr <= null: Brd <= null;
state:= RESTART;
end process:

}
)

(a) SpecChart

(b) VHDL process

Figure 21: SpecChart and VHDL descriptions of dma_xmit
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or state variables have been addP<l. A second disadvantage is that when cancelxmit='O', no action is
taken until the hE>ginning of the loop is reached. This means that, for example, we might ro11ti1111e
waiting for Bholdak= '1' even though bus access is no longer required, and only after access is granted
do we then release the bus. In the SpecChart model, the waiting would be immediately terminated.
These disadvantages arise when trying to describe an exceptional event using an HDL that provicl<'s
only traditional sequential programming constructs.
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10

Conclusion

The SpecCharts language was developed by modeling several systems. Through many examples, tltis
·eport demonstrates the usefulness of the SpecCharts language for specifying system behavior while
pointing out the weaknesses of existing languages. The language possesses an underlying mo<lel supporting behavioral hierarchy, which was shown to be extremely useful in many of the examples. In
addition. its use of state-transition and programming constructs provide for concise and comprehensible descriptions. SpecChart specifications can serve a.s documentation, can be simulat('d to observe
hehavior, and ra11 serve as a si11gle format for representing a design throughout refinement/synthesis
in to a set of interconnected chips.
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A

Controlled Counter Appendix

sequential substates

{

A.1

Count : (El, CONSIG[O) = '1 ', Clear);
Clear: (EI, not. (C:ONSIG(O) = '1 ') , Count);

Controlled Counter Textual SpecChart

state

}

{
name {
code

}

Clear }

state

{

{

name {
Decode }
declarations

CNT <= B"OOOO" after .5 ns;

}

{

}

variable CONREG: biLvector (1 downto O);

state

}

{

code

name {
Controlled..counter }
declarations

{
loop
wait on STRB until STRB
CONREG := CON;
case CONREG is
when "OO" =>
CONSIG <= B"OOOl"
when "Ol" =>
CONSIG <= B"OOlO"
when "10" =>
CONSIG <= B"OlOO"
when "11" =>
CONSIG <= B"lOOO"
end case;
end loop;

{
use cct.ypes;
use bitJ'unctions;
port C:LK: in bit ;
port. STHB: in bit ;
port C:ON: in biLvector (1 downto 0) ;
port DATA: in nibble ;
port C:NT_OUT: out nibble;
signal C:ONSJ(~ : nibble ;
signal LTl\l : nibble;
signal C'NT : nibble ;
signal EN : boolean ;
function rising( signals : bit ) return boolean is
begin
rPt.urn (s = '1' and s'event);
end;

= '1';

after 5 ns;
after 5 ns;
after 5 ns;
after 5 ns;

}

}
state

{

}

name {
code

concurrent substates

{

LoadJimit }

{

Counter: ;
Decod": ;
LoadJimit : ;
Updat.e..output : ;
Update..enable : ;

loop
wait on STRB until STRB = 'O' and CONSIG[l) = '1';
LIM <= DATA after 10 ns;
end loop;

}

}

}

}

state

state

{

{

name {
code

name {
Count }
sequential substates

Update...enable }

{

{

loop
EN<= CNT /=LIM after 10 ns;
wait on LIM,CNT;
end loop;

wait..state: (EI, CONSIG[2) = '1' and EN and rising(CLK), Count..up),
(El, CONSIG[3) = '1' and EN and rising(CLK), Count..d.own);
Count..up : (EOC, true, wait..state);
Count..down: (EOC, true, wait..state);

}

}

}

}

state

state

{

{
name {
code

name {
code

Count..down }

{

{

loop
CNT_OUT <= CNT;
wait on CNT;
end loop;

CNT <= SUB(CNT,B"OOOl") after 12 ns;

}
}
}

state

{

}
state

name {
Count-up }
code
{
CNT <= ADD(CNT,B"OOOl") after 12 ns;

{
name {
code

}

{

}
state

}

null;

{

}
name {

Update..output }

Counter }
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wait...state }

A.2

Controlled Counter Test Stimulus File

CON<= 2;
STRB <= '1' after 10 ns, 'O' aft.er 20 ns;
wait for SO ns;
assert (CNT_OUT=l) report "ERROR2: C'NT_OUT not. increment·
to 1";
--t=180
- -count. up again
wait for 50 ns;
assert (CN'LOUT=2) report "ERROR3: CNT_OUT not increment·
to 2";
--t=230
- -count up, should not increment since hit limit
wait for 50 ns;
assert (CNT_OUT=2) report "ERROR4: CNT_OUT should have!limit. at 2";
- -t=28U
- -count down, should not decrement since hit. limit
CON<= 3;
STRB <= '1' after 10 ns, 'O' after 20 ns;
wait for 50 ns;
assert. (CNT_OUT=2) report "ERRORS: CNT_OUT at limit, shouldr

- -file: sim.vhd
--authors: Frank Vahid, Sanjiv Narayan
-desc: provides simple functionality verification
.:.. -of the Controlled counter. uses hit_vector
- -inputs, requires bit functions packag"
- -notes: * This file was originally written for models
- -using integers instead of bit vectors. It
- -has been converted to work for bit vectors. but
- -tlwrefore looks a little funny since it tracks
- -the integers arnl converts them, and vice- versa.
- - * uses 'downtn' bit vector direction, the agreed
--upon CADLAB standard.
- -date: 6/20/90
use work.bit.Junctions.all;
entity Eis
end;
archit.ecture A of E is
comp011ent Cont.rolled.count.,rE
port (
C'LK
: in bit;
STRB
: in bit;
CON
: in biLvector(O to 1);
DATA
: in biLvector(O to 3);
CNT_OUT : out biLvector(O to 3)
);
end component;
signal CLK
: bit;
signal STRB
: bit;
signal CON
: integer range 0 to 3;
signal DATA
: integer range 0 to 15;
signal CNT _OUT : integer range 0 tn 15;
signal C'ONbv
: bit_vector(O to 1);
signal DATAbv
: biLvector(O to 3);
signal CNT _OUTbv : biLvector(O to 3);

chang~";

- -t=330
- - load the LIMIT
DATA<= O;
C'ON <= l;
STRB <= '1' after 10 ns, 'O' after 20 ns;
wait for 50 ns;
- -t=380
- -count down
CON<= 3;
STRB <= '1' after 10 ns, 'O' after 20 ns;
wait for 50 ns;
assert (CNT_OUT=l) report "ERROR6: CNT_OUT not decrement·
to 1";
--t.=430
- -do some extensive testing of the counter's limit handling
- -set limit to 13
DATA<= 13;
CON<= 1;
STRB <= '1' after 10 ns, 'O' after 20 ns;
wait for 50 ns;
- -t=480
- -reset t.he counter
CON<= O;
STRB <= '1' after 10 ns, 'O' after 20 ns;
wait for 50 ns;
assert (CNT_OUT=O) report "ERROR7: CNT_OUT not reset to O":
--t=530
- -count up to 13
CON<= 2;
STRB <= '1' after 10 ns, 'O' after 20 ns;
for i in 1 to 13 loop
wait for 50 ns;
end loop;
--t=1180
assert (CNT_OUT=13) report "ERRORS: CNT_OUT not up to 13"

for all : Controlled.counterE
use entity work.Controlled.counterE( Controlled.counterA);
begin
CC : Controlled.counterE port map (CLK, STRB, CONbv, DATAbv,
CNT_OUTbv);
- -track the integers/biLvectors, convert to biLvectors/integers
CONbv <= INT-TOJ31N(CON,2);
DATAbv <= INT_TOJ3IN(DATA,4);
CNT_OUT <= BIN_TO..INT(CNT-OUTbv);
process
begin
wait for 1 ns;
CLK <= transport 'O';
wait for 49 ns;
CLK <=transport '1';
end process;
process
begin
wait for 30 ns;
- -start off with simple test of reset, count up, and count down, and limit
- -reset the counter
CON<= O;
STRB <= '1' after 10 ns, 'O' after 20 ns;
wait for 50 ns;
assert (CNT_OUT=O) report "ERRORl: CNT_OUT not reset to O";
--t=80
- - load the LIMIT
DATA<= 2;
CON<= 1;
STRB <= '1' after 10 ns, 'O' after 20 ns;
wait for 50 ns;
--t=130
--count up

- -count up, should not increment since hit. limit
wait for 50 ns;
assert (CNT_OUT=13) report "ERROR9: CNT_OUT should have!limit at 13";
--t=1230
- -count up, should not increment since hit limit
wait for 50 ns;
assert (CNT _OUT=13) report "ERRORlO: CNT _OUT should have!limit at 13";
--t=1280
- -change limit to 15
DATA<= 15;
CON<= 1;
STRB <= '1' after 10 ns, 'O' after 20 ns;
wait for 50 ns;
--t=1330
--count up
CON<= 2;
STRB <= 'l' after 10 ns, 'O' after 20 ns;
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wait for 50 ns;
assert. (CNT-<->UT=14) report "ERRORll: CNT_OUT didn't increment
to 14";
--t=1380
- - count up
wait for 50 ns;
assert (CNT_OT.TT=15) report "ERROR12: CNT_OUT didn't increment
to 1.5";
--t=1430
- -count up. should not increment since hit limit
wait. for 50 us;
assert (CNT _OUT=15) report "ERROR13:CNT_OUT should have hit
limit at 15'':
- -t=l-t80
-- - rhange limit to 7
DATA<= 7;
CON<= 1:
STHB <= '1' after 10 ns, 'O' after 20 ns;
wait. for 50 ns;
--t.=1.530
- -count down, try counting below 7
CON<= 3;
STRB <= '1' aft.er 10 ns, 'O' after 20 ns;
for i iu 1 to 10 loop
wait for .50 ns;
encl loop;
assert. (CNT_OUT=7) report "ERROR14: CNT_OUT not equal to 7";
--t=2U30
- -change limit to 0
DATA<= O;
CON<= 1:
STRB <= '1' after 10 ns, 'O' after 20 ns;
wait for .50 ns; .
--t.=2080
- -count clown, try counting below 8
CON<= 3;
STRB <= '1' after 10 ns, 'O' after 20 ns;
for i in 1 to 8 loop
wait for .50 ns;
end loop;
assert (CNT_OUT=O) report. "ERROR15: CNT_OUT not equal to O";
- -t=2480
- -count up, should not increment since hit limit
CON<= 2;
STRB <= '1' after 10 ns, 'O' after 20 ns;
wait for 50 ns;
assert (CNT_OUT=O) report "ERROR16: CNT_OUT should have
stayed at O";
- -t=2530
--try counting beyond the range, i.e. above 15 and below 0
- -reset the count.er
CON<= O;
STRB <= '1' after 10 ns, 'O' after 20 ns;
wait for 50 ns;
assert (CNT_OUT=O) report "ERROR17: CNT_OUT not reset to O";
- -t=2.580
- -change limit to 7
DATA<= 7;
CON<= 1;
STRB <= '1' after 10 ns, 'O' after 20 ns;
wait for 50 ns;
- -t=2630
- -count up 1
CON<= 2;
STRB <= '1' after 10 ns, 'O' after 20 ns;
wait for 50 ns;
assert (CNT_OUT=l) report "ERROR18: CNT_OUT not incremented
to 1";

- -t=2680
- - count down
CON<= 3;
STRB <= '1' after 10 ns, 'O' after 20 ns;
wait for 50 ns;
assert (CNT_OUT=O) report "ERROR19:CNT_OUT not decremented
to O";
- -t=2730
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- - cotlnt down
wait for .50 ns;
assert (CNT_OUT=l.5) report "ERROR2U:
to 1.5";
--t=2780
- - count. down
wait for .50 ns;
assert (CNT_OUT=14) report "ERROR21:
to 14'';
- -t=2830
- -count up
CON<= 2;
STRB <= '1' after 10 ns, 'O' after 20 ns;
wait for .50 ns;
assert. (CNT_OUT=l.5) report "ERROR22:
to 1.5";
--t.=2880
- -count up
CON<= 2;
STRB <= '1' after 10 ns, 'O' after 20 ns;
wait for .50 ns;
assert (CNT_OUT=O) report "ERROR23:
to O"i
- -t=2930

CNT_OUT not dNTement·

CNT_OUT not d"cremi:nt·

CNT_OUT not increment·

CNT_OUT not increment·

wait;

end process;
end A;

A.3

Controlled Counter Simulation Output

0 NS

ACTIVE /E/CNLOUT (value= 0)
SMON3:
40 NS
SMON: ACTIVE /E/STRB (value= '1 ')
SMONl:
ACTIVE /E/CON (value= 0)
80 NS
SMON: ACTIVE /E/STRB (value= '1 ')
SMONl:
ACTIVE /E/CON (value= 1)
SMON2:
ACTIVE /E/DATA (value= 2)
90 NS
SMON: ACTIVE /E/STRB (value= 'O')
130 NS
SMON: ACTIVE /E/STRB (value= '1 ')
SMONl:
ACTIVE /E/CON (value= 2)
162 NS
ACTIVE /E/CNT_OUT (value= 1)
SMON3:
212 NS
SMON3:
ACTIVE /E/CNLOUT (value= 2)
280 NS
Sl\ION: ACTIVE /E/STRB (value= '1')
SMONl:
ACTIVE /E/CON (value= 3)
330 NS
SMON: ACTIVE /E/STRB (value= '1')
SMONl:
ACTIVE /E/CON (value= 1)
SMON2:
ACTIVE /E/DATA (value= 0)
340 NS
SMON: ACTIVE /E/STRB (value= 'O')
380 NS
SMON: ACTIVE /E/STRB (value= '1 ')
SMONl:
ACTIVE /E/CON (value= 3)
412 NS
ACTIVE /E/CNLOUT (value= 1)
SMON3:
430 NS
SMON: ACTIVE /E/STRB (value= '1 ')
SMONl:
ACTIVE /E/CON (value= 1)
ACTIVE /E/DATA (value= 13)
SMON2:
440 NS
SMON: ACTIVE /E/STRB (value= 'O')
490 NS
SMON: ACTIVE /E/STRB (value= '1 ')
SMONl:
ACTIVE /E/CON (value= 0)
500 NS
ACTIVE /E/CNT_OUT (value= O)
SMON3:
530 NS

Sl\ION:
Sl\10Nl:
562 NS
SMON3:
612 NS
SMON3:
ot32 NS
Siv!ON3:
712 NS
Sl\ION3:
762 NS
S1\10N3:
812 NS
SMON.3:
862 NS
Sl\ION3:
912 NS
S1\ION3:
962 NS
SMON3:
1012 NS
Sl\ION3:
1062 NS
srv!ON3:
1112 NS
Sl\ION.3:
11G2 NS
Sl\ION3:
1280 NS
Sl\ION:
St-.10Nl:
St-.ION2:
1290 NS
SMON:
1330 NS
Sl'vlON:
Sl\IONl:
1362 NS
St-.ION3:
1380 NS
SMON:
1412 NS
SMON3:
1480 NS
SMON:
SMONl:
SMON2:
1490 NS
SMON:
1530 NS
SMON:
SMONl:
1562 NS
SMON3:
1612 NS
SMON3:
1662 NS
Sl\.ION3:
1712 NS
SMON3:
1762 NS
SMON3:
1812 NS
SMON3:
18G2 NS
SMON3:
1912NS
SMON3:
2030 NS
SMON:
SMONl:
SMON2:
2040 NS
SMON:
2080 NS
SMON:

Sl\.10Nl:
2112 NS
Sl\10N3:
2162 NS
SMON3:
2212 NS
Sl\ION3:
2262 NS
Sl\ION3:
2312 NS
Sl\ION3:
2:362 NS
S:\ION3:
2412 NS
SMON3:
2480 NS
SMON:
Sl\IONl:
2540 NS
SMON:
SMONl:
2580 NS
Sl\ION:
SMONl:
SMON2:
2.590 NS
Sl\ION:
2630 NS
SMON:
SMONl:
2662 NS
SMON3:
2680 NS
SMON:
SMONl:
2712 NS
SMON3:
2730 NS
SMON:
SMONl:
2762 NS
SMON3:
2780 NS
SMON:
SMONl:
2812 NS
SMON3:
2830 NS
SMON:
SMONl:
2862 NS
SMON3:
2880 NS
SMON:
SMONl:
2912 NS
SMON3:
2962 NS
SMON3:
3012 NS
SMON3:
3062 NS
SMON3:
3112 NS
SMON3:
3162 NS
SMON3:
3212 NS
SMON3:
3262 NS
SMON3:
10000 NS

ACTIVE /E/STRA (value= '1 ')
ACTIVE /E/CON (value= 2)
ACTIVE /E/CNT_OUT (value= 1)
ACTIVE /E/CNT_OUT (value= 2)
ACTIVE /E/CNLOUT (value= 3)
ACTIVE /E/CNLOUT (value= 4)
ACTIVE /E/CNLOUT (value= 5)
ACTIVE /E/CNLOUT (value= 6)
ACTIVE /E/CNLOUT (value= 7)
ACTIVE /E/CNT_OUT (value= 8)
ACTIVE /E/CNT_OUT (value= 9)
ACTIVE /E/CNLOUT (value= 10)
ACTIVE /E/CNLOUT (value= 11)
ACTIVE /E/CNT_OUT (value= 12)
ACTIVE /E/CNLOUT (value= 13)
ACTIVE /E/STRB (value= '1 ')
ACTIVE /E/CON (value= 1)
ACTIVE /E/DATA (value= 1.5)
ACTIVE /E/STRB (value= 'O')
ACTIVE /E/STRB (value= '1')
ACTIVE /E/CON (value= 2)
ACTIVE /E/CNLOUT (value= 14)
ACTIVE /E/STRB (value= 'O')
ACTIVE /E/CNLOUT (value= 15)
ACTIVE /E/STRB (value= '1')
ACTIVE /E/CON (value= 1)
ACTIVE /E/DATA (value= 7)
ACTIVE /E/STRB (value= 'O')
ACTIVE /E/STRB (value= '1')
ACTIVE /E/CON (value= 3)
ACTIVE /E/CNLOUT (value= 14)
ACTIVE /E/CNLOUT (value= 13)
ACTIVE /E/CNT_OUT (value= 12)
ACTIVE /E/CNT_OUT (value= 11)
ACTIVE /E/CNLOUT (value= 10)
ACTIVE /E/CNLOUT (value= 9)
ACTIVE /E/CNT_OUT (value= 8)
ACTIVE /E/CNT_0UT (value= 7)
ACTIVE /E/STRB (value= '1')
ACTIVE /E/CON (value= 1)
ACTIVE /E/DATA (value= 0)
ACTIVE /E/STRB (value= 'O')
ACTIVE /E/STRB (value= '1 ')
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ACTIVE /E/CON (value= 3)
ACTIVE /E/CNLOUT (value= 6)
ACTIVE /E/CNLOUT (value= 5)
ACTIVE /E/CNT_OUT (value= 4)
ACTIVE /E/CNLOUT (value= 3)
ACTIVE /E/CNLOUT (value= 2)
ACTIVE /E/CNLOUT (value= 1)
ACTIVE /E/CNT_OUT (value= 0)
ACTIVE /E/STRB (value= '1 ')
ACTIVE /E/CON (value= 2)
ACTIVE /E/STRB (value= '1')
ACTIVE /E/CON (value= 0)
ACTIVE /E/STRB (value= '1 ')
ACTIVE /E/CON (value= 1)
ACTIVE /E/DATA (value= 7)
ACTIVE /E/STRB (value= 'O')
ACTIVE /E/STRB (value= 'J ')
ACTIVE /E/CON (value= 2)
ACTIVE /E/CNLOUT (value= 1)
ACTIVE /E/STRB (value= '1')
ACTIVE /E/CON (value= 3)
ACTIVE /E/CNT_OUT (value= 0)
ACTIVE /E/STRB (value= '1')
ACTIVE /E/CON (value= 3)
ACTIVE /E/CNLOUT (value= 1.5)
ACTIVE /E/STRB (value= '1')
ACTIVE /E/CON (value= 3)
ACTIVE /E/CNLOUT (value= 14)
ACTIVE /E/STRB (value= '1 ')
ACTIVE /E/CON (value= 2)
ACTIVE /E/CNLOUT (value= 1.5)
ACTIVE /E/STRB (value= '1 ')
ACTIVE /E/CON (value= 2)
ACTIVE /E/CNLOUT (value= 0)
ACTIVE /E/CNLOUT (value= 1)
ACTIVE /E/CNLOUT (value= 2)
ACTIVE /E/CNLOUT (value= 3)
ACTIVE /E/CNT_OUT (value= 4)
ACTIVE /E/CNLOUT (value= 5)
ACTIVE /E/CNT_OUT (value= 6)
ACTIVE /E/CNT-OUT (value= 7)

A.4

Controlled Counter SpecChart to VHDL
Translator Output

use work.cc..pack.all;
use work.cctypes.all;
use work.bit.functions.all;
entity ccE is
port.(CLK : in bit ; STRB : in bit ; CON : in bit-vector (1 downto 0)
DATA : in nibble: CNT_OUT : out nibble);
end:
Arrhitecture cc A of ccE is
signal incc : boolean := false;
signal donecc : boolean := false;
type cc ..:nihbleJl l·:S is array (natural range <>) of nibble;
function cc..nibhleJ{ESfct( INPUT : cc..nibbleJ{ES ) return nibble is
begin
assert (INPUT'length = 1) report "overdriven signal, type:
cc..nibbleJ{ES'' severity warning;
return INPUT(O);
end;
signal CONSIG : cc..nibbleJ{ESfct nibble register;
signal LTl\i[ : cc..nibbleJ{ESfrt nibble register;
signal CNT : cc ..nil>bleJ{ESfrt. nibble register;
type ccJ>0ulea11J{ES is array (natural range<>) of boolean;
function cc.boolean.R.ESfct( INPUT : cc.booleanJ{ES ) return boolean

is
begin
assert. (INPUT'lengt.h = 1) report "overdriven signal, type:
cc.booleanJ-l ES'' sevm·ity wan1ing;
return INPUT(O);
end;
signal EN : cc.booleanJ{ESfct boolean register;
function rising( signals : bit ) return boolean is
begin
return (s = '1' and s'event);
encl;
signal CNT_OUT ..sig : cc.nibbleJ{ESfct nibble register;
signal fr1.Counter : boolean :=false;
signal doneCounter : boolean :=false;
signal inDecode : boolean :=false;
signal doneDecode : boolean :=false;
signal inLoacllimit : boolean :=false;
signal doneLoadJimit : boolean :=false;
signal inUpdate..output : boolean :=false;
signal doneUpdate..output : boolean :=false;
signal inUpdate..enable : boolean :=false;
signal doneUpdate..enable : boolean :=false;
begin
cc: block
begin
Counter: block
signal inCount. : boolean :=false;
signal doneCount : boolean :=false;
signal inClear : boolean :=false;
signal doneClear : boolean :=false;
begin
Count: block
signal inwait..state : boolean :=false;
signal donewait..state : boolean :=false;
signal inCount.np : boolean :=false;
signal doneCount.i1p : boolean :=false;
signal inCount.down : boolean :=false;
signal doneCount.down : boolean :=false;
begin
wait..state: block (inwait..state and not(inwait..state'stable))
begin
code: process
begin
if guard then
wait..state.Loop : loop
null;
donewait..state <= transport true;
wait until not (inwait..state) ;
donewait..state <= transport false;
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exit waiL~tate.Loop;
end loop wait...state.Loop;
end if;
wait on guard;
end process code;
end block wait..state;
Count..i1p: block (inCount..i1.p and not(inCountJ1p'stableJJ
begin
code: process
variabl" RE!\IAIN_TIME: time;
variable GLOBAL-TIME: tinw;
begin
if guard then
Count..np.Loop : loop
REMAIN-TIME := 0 fs;
CNT <= CNT;
REMAIN_TlME := MAX(REMAIN_Til\IE.12 us);
CNT <= ADD(CNT,B"OOOl") after 12 us;
wait until not (inCount.np) for REMAIN_TJME;
if (not inCount.np ) then
exit Count..np.Loop;
end if;
doneCount.i1p <= transport true;
wait unt.il not (inCount..i1p) ;
doneCount.np <= transport. false;
exit Count.np.Loop;
end loop Count.np.Loop;
end if;
CNT <= transport null;
wait. on guard;
end process code;
end block Count.np;
Count.down: block (inCount.down and not(inCount.down'stabl€
begin
code: process
variable REMAIN_TIME: time;
variable GLOBAL_TIME: time;
begin
if guard then
Count.down.Loop : loop
REMAIN_TIME := o fs;
CNT <= CNT;
REMAIN-TIME := MAX(REMAIN_TIME,12 ns);
CNT <= SUB(CNT,B"OOOl") after 12 ns;
assert false report "Counting down" severit.y note;
wait until not (inCount..down) for REMAIN-TIME;
if (not inCount..down) then
exit Count.down.Loop;
end if;
doneCount.down <= transport. true;
wait until not (inCount..down) ;
doneCount.down <= transport false;
exit Count.down.Loop;
end loop Count.down.Loop;
end if;
CNT <= transport null;
wait on guard;
end process code;
end block Count.down;
control: process begin
if (inCount and not(inCount'st.able)) then
inwait..st.ate <= transport true;
elsif (inCount=false and not(inCount'stable)) then
inwait..state <= transport false;
inCount.np <= transport false;
inCount.down <= transport false;
elsif (inwait..state and (CONSIG(2) = '1' and EN a.i
rising(CLK))) then
inwait..state <= transport false;
inCount.np <= transport t.rue;
elsif (inwait..state and (CONSIG(3) = '1' and
a.I
rising(CLK))) then
inwait..state <= transport false;

inC'ount.L!own <= tnm,port true:
elsif (doneCou!lt.J.1p and (tn11')) th<'n
inCount...up <= transport false:
inwait..state <= transport. tru";
elsif (done Count ..down and (true)) then
inC'onnt.L!own <= transport false;
inwait..state <= tranHport true;
eud if:
wait until (not inCount'stable) or (inwaiL~tat.e and (C'ONSIG(2)
= '1' and EN a11d ri,ing(C'LK))) or (inwaiL5ta!<' and (C'ONSIC:(:l) = 'l' and
EN and ri,ing( C'LK))) or (dorn>Count..up and (true)) or (doneC'ount..L!own
and (true));
end process control;
end block Count;
Clear: block (inC!ear and not(inClear'stable))
begin
code~:

REl\IAJN_Tli\IE := MAX(HE!\!All'LT!!\IE,5
C'ONSf(; <= B"OOOl" after Sn':
whe11 "OJ"=>
HE1\1Ali'LTIME := MAX(HEMA!N_T!ME,.5
CONSIC; <= 8"0010" after .5 ns;
when "IO"=>
RE:\IA!N_Til\IE := l\1AX(HEl\IAIN_Til\lE,,5
C'ONSlU <= B"OlOO" aftt'r .5 ns:
wh<>ll "11'' =>
HE1\IAIN_TJ!\1E := l\IAX(HE!\lA!N_TL\lE,.5
C'ONSIG <= B" 1000" after .5 ns:

ns);

ns);

ns);

end case;

end loop ;
wait for HEMAIN_TJl\IE;
doneDecocle <= transport true;
wait. until not. (inDecode);
doneDecode <= transport false;
end if;
CONSIG <= transport null;
wait. on guard;
encl process code;
end block Decode;
LoadJimit.: block (inLoadJimit. and not.(inLoadJimit 'stable))
begin
code: process
variable REMAIN_TJME: time;
variable GLOBAL_Til\lE: time;
begin
if guard then
REMAIN_Til\1E := o fs;
LIM<= Lll\I:
loop
GLOBALTIME := now;
wait. on STRB until STRB = 'O' and CONSIG(l) = 'l';
GLOBAL_TIME :=now -GLOBALTIME;
REMAIN_TIME := MAX(REMAIN_Til\lE -GLOBAL_TIME

process

variable REMAIN_TIME: time;
variable GLOBAL_TIME: time;
begin
if guard then
C'l<>arJ~oop : loop
HE1\IAIN_Til\IE := o fs;
C'NT <= CNT:
RE:\IAIN_TJME := l\IAX(REMAIN_TIME,5 ns);
C'NT <= B"OOOO" after .5 ns:
wait until not (inClear) for REl\lAIN_TIME;
if (not inClear ) then
exit. Clear.Loop;
end if;
doneClear <= transport true;
wait until not. (inClear) ;
doneClear <= transport false;
exit Clear.Loop;
end loop Clear.Loop;
end if:
C'NT <= transport null;
wait on guard;
end process code;
end block Clear;
control: process begin
if (in Counter and not. (in Counter' stable)) then
iuC'ount <= transport. true;
elsif (inCount and (CONSIG(O) = 'l')) then
inCount <= transport false;
inC'lear <= transport. true;
elsif (inClear and (not (CONSIG(O) = 'l') )) then
inClear <= transport false;
inCount <= transport true;
end if;
wait until (not inCounter'st.able) or (inCount and (CONSIG(O)
= 'l')) or (inClcar and (not (CONSIG(O) = 'l') ));
end process control;
end block Counter;
Decode: block (inDecode and not(inDecode'stable))
begin
code: process
variable CONREG: biLvect.or (1 downto O);
variable REMAIN_TIME: time;
variable GLOBAL_TJME: time;
begin
if guard then
REl'v!AIN_TIME := o fs·
CONSIG <= CONSIG;
loop
GLOBAL-TIME := now;
wait on STRB until STRB = 'I';
GLOBAL-TIME :=now -GLOBAL-TIME;
REMAJN_TIME := MAX(REMAIN_TIME -GLOBAL_T.IME,o
fs);
CONREG := CON;
case CONREG is
when "00" =>

ns);

fs);
REMAIN_Til'vJE := MAX(REMAJN_TIME,10 ns);
LIM <= DATA after 10 ns;
end loop;
wait for REMAIN_TIME:
doneLoadJimit. <= transport true;
wait until not (inLoadJimit.) ;
doneLoadJimit <= transport. false;
end if;
LIM <= transport. null;
wait. on guard;
end process code;
end block LoadJimit;
block
(in Update.nut.put ar
Update.output.:
not(inUpdate.nutput. 'stable))
begin
code: process
variable REMAIN_TIME: time;
variable GLOBAL_TIME: time;
begin
if guard then
REMAIN_TIME := o fs;
CNLOUT..sig <= CNT_OUT..sig;
loop
CNT_OUT..sig <= CNT;
GLOBAL_TIME :=now;
wait on CNT;
GLOBAL_TIME :=now -GLOBALTIME;
REMAIN_TIME := MAX(REMAIN_Til\lE -GLOBALTIME
fs);
end loop;
wait for REMAIN_TIME;
doneUpdate.nutput <= transport true;
wait until not (inUpdate.nutput.) ;
doneUpdate.nutput <= transport. false:
end if;
CNT_OUT..sig <=transport null;
wait on guard;
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end process code;
end block l:pdate.Dutput;
Update.enable:
block (inUpdate..enahle and
not (in U pdate..enable 'stable))
begin
code: process
variabl" REMAIN-TIME: time;
variable GLOBAL_TIME: time;
begin
if guard then
RE:\IAJN_TIME := 0 fs;
loop
HE;\IAIN_TIME := l\·1AX(REMAIN_TIME,10 ns);
EN<= CNT /=LIM after 10 ns;
GLOHAL_TIME :=now;
wait on LIM,CNT;
GLOHAL-TIME := now -GLOBAL_TIME;
REMAIN-TIME := MAX(REMAIN_TIME -GLOBAL-TIME,O
fs);
end loop;
wait for REMAIN-TIME;
clondJpdate..enable <= transport true;
wait until not (inUpdate..enable) ;
cloneUpclat.e..enable <= transport false;
end if;
EN <= transport null;
wait. on guard;

end process code;

encl block Update.enable;
control: process begin
if (incc and not(incc'stable)) then
inCounter <= transport true;
inDecode <=transport true;
inLoaclJimit <= transport. true;
inUpdate.nutput. <= transport true;
inlJpdate..enable <= transport true;
end if;
wait until (not incc'stable);
end process control;
end block cc;
CNLOUT <=transport CNT_OUT..sig;
start: process begin
incc <= transport true;
wait;
end process start;
end ccA;
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}
state

state

{

{
name {
code

ALLOW ..READ }

name {
RECEIVER }
declarations
{
variable PARITY _BIT: bit;

{
READ-ENABLE <= '1 ';

}

}

}
state
{
name {
code

concurrent substates

{
RX-MODE:;
FIFO:;

ECHO.ACTIVE }

}

}

{
loop
wait until (READ-ENABLE= '1');
TLHOLD_HEG <= RX.REG;
LOAD<= '1';
wait until (CLK = '1') and (not CLK'stable );
LOAI) <= 'U';
end loop ;

st.ate
{
name {
RX-EMPTY}
code
{
FIFOFULL <= 'O';

}

}
st.ate

{

state
{
name {
FIFO }
sequential substates

name {
code
{
null;

{

}

RX-El'vlPTY: (EI, (READ-ENABLE= '1'), RX.LOADED);
RX.LOADED : (EI, (CSR[l downto OJ = "01" ), RX-EMPTY);

}
}
state
{
name {
code
{
null;
}
}
state
{
name {
code

RX..IDLE}

}
state
{
name {
code

RX_LOADED }

{

NORMAL.JlX_TX }

FIFOFULL <= '1 ';

}
}
state

{
name {
RX..MODE }
sequential substates
{
RXJDLE: (EI, (CSR(3) = '1'), RECEIVE);
RECEIVE : (EI, (CSR(3) = 'O'), RXJDLE);
}

PARITY ..ERROR }

{
PARITY _ERROR<= '1';

}

}

state
{
name {
TOP _LEVEL_UART
declarations
{
port LINEJ:N: in bit ;
port LINE_OUT: out bit ;
port DATAJN: in biLvector (7 downto 0) ;
port CLK: in bit ;
port CSR: in biLvector (3 downto 0) ;
port TXYARITY _TYPE: in bit;
port PARITY _ERROR: out bit ;
port FIFOFULL: out bit ;
port TX-ACT: out bit ;
subtype BYTE is bit_vector (7 downto O);
signal TXJIOLD..REG : BYTE ;
signal TX.REG : BYTE ;
signal RX.REG : BYTE ;
signal READ-ENABLE : bit ;
signal LOAD : bit ;
}
concurrent substates
{
TRANSMITTER : ;

}
state
{
name {
code

READ.BITS }

{
for I in 0 to 7 loop
wait until (CLK = 'l') and (not CLK'stable );
RX..REG(I] <= LINEJN;
PARITY .BIT:= PARITY _BIT xor LINEJN;
end loop;

}
}
state
{
name {
RECEIVE }
sequential subst.ates
{
WAILFOR..START : (EI, (LINE-JN= 'I'), READ.J3ITS);
READJ3ITS: (EOC, (PARITY _BIT= LINEJ:N), ALLOW.READ),
(EOC, (PARITY .BIT /= LINEJN), PARITY -ERROR);
ALLOW ..READ : (EOC, true, WAIT ..FOR..START);
PARITY -ERROR:;
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name {
code

RECEIVEH:;
lfAR'Ll\IODE : ;

}

{

state

}

TX..IDLE }

null;

}
}

{

state

name {
TRANSMIT }
declarations

{

{

name {
code

variable PA HITY _BIT: bit;

TX..LOADED }

{

}

TX_HOLD..REG <= DATAJN;
LOAD<= '1';

sequential suhst.ates

{
}

TRANSl\HLIDLE: (EI, (LOAD= '1'), TXJ3YTE);
TXJ3YTE : (EOC, true, TX_PAHITY);
TX-PARITY: (EOC, true, THANSMITJDLE);

}
state

{

}

name { TX..MODE }
sequential substates
{
TX_IDLE: (EI, (CSR(2) = '1'), TRANSMIT);
TRANSMIT : (EI, (C:SR(2) = 'O'), TXJDLE);
}

}
state

{
name {
TRANSMITTER }
concurrent suhstates

{

}

TXJ'VlODE : ;
TX_HOLD:;

state

{

}

name { TX_pARITY }
code
{
LINE-OUT<= PARITY J3IT;

}
state

{
name {
code

TRANSMIT ..IDLE }

}

{

}
state

TX.ACT <= 'O';
LINE_GUT <= 'O';
PARITY J3IT := 'O';

{
name {
UART..MODE }
sequential substates

}

{

}
state

{
name {
code

TX..BYTE }

}
}

{

state

LINE_OUT <= '1 ';
TX.ACT <= '1 ';
TX.REG <= TX-HOLD.REG;
for I in 0 to 7 loop
wait until (CLK = '1 ')and (not CLK'stable );
LINE_OUT <= TX..REG(I);
PARITY J3IT .- PARITY J3IT xor TX..REG(I) xor
TX-PARITY _TYPE;
end loop;

{
name {
code

WAIT..FOR..START }

{
PARITY-ERROR<= 'O';
READ.ENABLE <= 'O';

}
}

}
}
state

{
name {
code

NORMAL.RX-TX: (EI, (CSR(3 downto 2) = "11"), ECHO_AC'~"'VE
EC:HO_ACTIVE: (EI, (C:SR(3 downto 2) /= "11"), NORMAL-I
X

TX-EMPTY }

{
LOAD<= 'O';

}
}
state
{
name {
TXJIOLD }
sequential substates

{
TX.EMPTY: (EI, (CSR(l downto OJ= "10"), TX.LOADED);
TX.LOADED : (EI, TX..REG'active, TX.EMPTY);

}
}
state

{
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MEM <= l\IEl\I:
cl1earcondcodc( psr);
if (SRC'TYPE='l ')then
l\!El\l[dest) <= I2B(source,WIDTH);
else
MEM[dest) <= RFILE[source);
end if:

-;tate
c

name {
act.ive_<;tate }
s1equential subs tat es

n1en1..access

{
iniLwait : (EL rising(CLK), phasel);
phascl
(El, falli11g(CLK). phase2);
phase2
: (EI, rising(CLK), phasel);}
state

{
name {
execute }
declarations
{ variable clest : integer;
variable source : integer;
variable srcl : WORDTYPE;
variable src2 : WORDTYPE;
variabk i
: integer;
variable ir ..empty : boolean;

<= false;

settle();
end if:
when ADD => ass.·rt. false report" ADD" severity note;
clearcondcnfle(psr);
srcl := gebrc();
src2 := getdst():
result<= CARRY_ADD(srcl,src2);
settle();
setcondcocle(psr, result.);
when MUL => assert false report "MUL" severity note;
clearcondcode(psr);
srcl := getsrc();
src2 := getdst();
result <= "O" &(srcl * src2);
settle();
setconclcocle(psr, result);
when CMP => assert fals<> report "CMP" severity note;
clearconclcode(psr);
srcl := getsrr();
result<= COMP(srcl);
settle();
setcoudcode(psr, result);
when SHF => clearconclcode(psr);
srcl := getsrc();
src2 := getdst();
--srcl[ADDRSIZE-1:0) is the amount to shift by
- -amount is twos complement form; positive-shift rigl
neg-left
--check high bit to see if positive ('O') or negative ('1')
if (srcl(ADDRSIZE-1) = 'O') then
assert false report "SHF RIGHT" severity note;
i := B2I(srcl [ADDRSIZE-1 clownto OJ); - -amount to shi
by
result <= "O" &SHRO(src2, i);
settle();
else
assert false report "SHF LEFT" severity note:
i := B2I(TWOs_C'OMP(src1[ADDRSIZE-1 downto OJ));
result <= "O" &SHLO(src2, i);
settle();
end if:
setcondcocle(psr, result);
when ROT => assert false report "ROT" severity note;
clearconclcocle(psr);
srcl := getsrc();
src2 := getclst();
if srcl [ADDRSIZE-1) = 'O' then
src2 := ROTR(src2, source);
else
src2 := ROTL(src2, source);
end if;
result <= PAD(src2, WIDTH+l);
settle();
setcondcocle(psr, result);
when HLT => assert false report "Halt ... " severity note;
halt.found <= true;
settle();
when others=> assert (false) report "Error: Illegal opcode" severi

- - alu operation register
- -alu operation register

}
code

{l\IEi\I <=null;

HFILE <= null;
lHQ <=null;
ir..empt.y := Qernpty(JRQ);
if (not ir..empty or mem...access) then
dest. := B21(DST):
source:= B2I(SRC);
- -new IR required?
if not ( mem...access) then
wait for 1 fs; - -prevent simultaneous write with fetch
JRQ <= IRQ:
Qpop(IHQ, ir):
IHQ <= null;
end if;
case (OPCODE) is
when NOP => assert false report "NOP" severity note;
null ;
when BRA => assert false report "BRA" severity note;
if (checkcond(CCODE) = '1') then
pc<= dest;
branch...taken <= true;
settle();
end if;
when LD =>
if (rnern...access=false) then
mem...access <= true; - -reserve next cycle
set.tie();
else
assert false report. "LD" severity note;
RFILE <= RFILE;
clearcondcode(psr);
if (SRCTYPE='l') then
RFILE[dest) <= I2B(source,WIDTH);
else
RFILE[dest) <= MEM[source);
end if:
settle();
setconclcode(psr, "O" &RFILE[dest));
mem...access <= false;
settle();
end if;
when STR =>
if (mern...access=false) then
mem...access <= true; - -reserve next cycle
settle();
else
assert false report "STR" severity note;

note;
end case;

end if;

}
}
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settle();
encl if;
end if;
if (branchJ.aken) then
- -Set next pc
pc<= B2I(DST);
settle();
elsif not(mem.a.ccess) then
- -no change for idle cycl•
pc<= pc+ 1;
settle();
end if:
if (branchJ.a.ken or halt.found) then
- -Flush queue
Qflush(IHQ);
braneh..taken <=false;
settle();
end if;
if (halt.found) then
assert false report "Halt" severity failure;
halt.found <= false;
settle();
encl if;

state

{
name {
fetch }
declarations

{
variable ir.full : boolean;

}
code

{
IRQ <=null;
ir_fnll := Qfull( IRQ);
if not ir_fnll and not mem..access then
IHQ <= IHQ:
Qpush( !R.Q, l\IEM(pc]);
settle();
IHQ <=null;
encl if;

}
}
state

{
name {
code
{null:

}
}

iniLwait }

state

{

}
}

nan1e {
reset.state }
code
Qflush(JRQ);
pc
<= O;
n1em..access <= false;
branch.iaken <= false;
halt.found <= false;
result...ready <= false;
wait for 1 fs;

state

{
name {
code

loadmem }

{
MEM[O] <= "00101000000000000000000000000001"; --LD Rl, #0
MEM[l] <= "00100000000000001001000000000000"; --LD R2, NMBR
MEl\1[2] <= "00010010000000000000000000000100"; - -STRT: BRA Ll,
EVEN
l\fEM[.'3] <= "01001000000000000001000000000001"; --ADD Rl, #1
MEM[4] <= "01111000000000000001000000000000"; --Ll: SHF R2, #1
MEM[r,) <= "00010011000000000000000000000111"; --BRA L2, ZERO
MEM[6] <= "00010101000000000000000000000010"; --BRA STRT,
ALW
MEM[7) <= "00110000000000000001000000001010"; --L2: STR RSLT,
R2
MEM[8] <= "10011111111111111111111111111111"; --HLT
MEM[9] <= "01010101010101011010101010101010"; --NMBR:555aaa
MEM[lO) < = "00000000000000000000000000000000"; - - RSLT:OOOOOOOO

}
}
state

{
name {
sisc }
declarations
{ port reset : in bit;
- -system reset
port CLK
: in bit;
constant WIDTH
: integer := 32;
constant ADDRSIZE : integer:= 12;
constant MEMSIZE : integer := 4096;
constant MAXREGS : integer := 16;
constant SBITS
: integer := 5;
subtype WORDTYPE
is biLvector(WIDTH-1 downto O);
type MEMTYPE
is array(natural range<>) of WORDTYPE;
subtype RESULTTYPE is bit_vector(WIDTH downto O);
subtype STATUSTYPE is biLvector(SBITS-1 downto O);
subtype ADDRESSTYPE is integer range o to 2**(ADDRSIZE)-1;

}
}
state

{
name {
phasel }
concuITent substates
{fetch : ;
execute: ;
write..result : ;}

- - declare registers and memory
signal MEM
: MEMTYPE(20 downto O); --memory
signal RFILE : MEMTYPE(MAXREGS-1 downto O); - -register fi
signal ir
: WORDTYPE;
- -instruction register
signal result : RESULTTYPE;
--alu result register
signal pc
: ADDRESSTYPE;
- -program counter
signal dir
: bit;
- -rotate direction
signal psr
: STATUSTYPE;
- -processor status register

}
state

{
name {
phase2 }
declarations
{ variable op : integer;

}

- - general definitions
- - tn1e, false predefined
alias OPCODE : biLvector(3 downto 0) is ir[31 downto 28];
alias SRC
: bit_vector(ll downto 0) is ir[23 downto 12);
alias DST : biLvector(ll downto 0) is ir[ll downto O];
alias SRCTYPE: bit is ir[27); - -source type, O=reg (mem for L[
l=imm
·
alias DSTTYPE: bit is ir[26]; --destination type, O=reg, l=in
alias CCODE : biLvector(3 downto 0) is ir[27 downto 24);
alias SRCNT : bit_vector(ll downto 0) is ir[23 downto 12);
- -shift,rotate count -=left, +=right

code

{
op := B2I(OPCODE);
- -copy results, set condition codes
if ( not(mem..access) and not(branch.iaken) ) then - -copy results
if ((op>= B2I(ADD)) and (op<= B2I(HLT))) then
setcondcode( psr ,result);
wresult <=result;
wir <= ir;
result..ready <= true;
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concl[3] <= '1';
--ZERO
els"
conrl[:l]<= 'O';
end if:
cond[4] <= res[WIDTH-1];
--NEG
settle();
end;
- -pipeline decls
- -Dedare additional registers for pipeline control
signal wir
: WOHDTYPE:
- -Inst.r reg for write stage
signal wresult : RESULTTYPE;
- -alu result. register for write sta;
- -various flags
signal mem..aecess : boolean;
signal braneh.iaken : boolean;
signal haltJound : boolean;
signal result.ready : boolean;
signal doJetch
: boolean;
signal do..execute
: boolean;
signal do_write.results : boolean;
alias WOPCODE : bit_vector(3 downto 0) is wir[31 downto 28];
alias WDST
: bit_vector(ll downto 0) is wir[ll downto O];
alias WDSTTYPE : bit is wir[26];

- -opt>rarnl typ<'s
constant. RE<;TYl'E:: bit:= 'O':
constant H\1:\1 l'Yl'E: bit:= '1 ';
-·-opcode for ead1 instruct.ion
constant NOP : bit_vector(3 downto 0) :="0000";
constant BRA : bit._vector(3 downto 0) :="0001";
constant LD : bit _vector(:3 downto 0) :="0010";
constanl STH : liiLYect.or(3 rlownto 0) :="0011";
con st ant AD() : Iii Lvector( 3 downt o 0) :=" Cll 00";
constant 1\11 ij, : liit._vector(:3 downto 0) :="0101";
constanl C\11': liil_vector(:l downto 0) :="0110'';
constant. SI IF : ),ii _vect.or(3 rlownto 0) :="OJ 11";
constanl. HOT : bit._vect.or(3 downto 0) :=" 1000";
constant. HLT : biLvect.or(3 rlownto 0) :=" 1001";
- -condition code fields
alias CA HHY : bit is psr[O];
alias EVEN : bit is psr[l];
alias PARITY : bit. is psr[2];
alias ZERO : bit. is psr[3];
alias NEG
: bit is psr[4];
constant CCC : integer :=0;
constant C'C'E : int<'ger :=1;
constant. ('( 'P : integer :=2:
constant CC''l, : inl cger :=3;
constant. C'C'N : int.eger :=4:
constant. CCA : intf'ger :=.5;
constant. RIGHT : bit :='0';
constant LEFT : bit :='l ';
- -functions for ALU operands and result
function getsrc() return bit-vector is
begin
if SRCTYPE = REGTYPE then
return(RFILE[B2l(SRC)]);
else
rf'turn(PAD(SRC,WIDTH));
end if;
end;
function getdst() return bit_vector is
begin
if DSTTYPE = REGTYPE then
return(RFILE[B2l(DST)]);
else
assert false report "Error: Immediate data can not be destination";
end if;
end;
- -functions/procedures for condition codes
function checkcond ( ccode : bit-vector) return bit is
begin
case (B2I(ccode)) is
when CCC=> return(CARRY);
when C:C:E => ret.urn(EVEN);
when C:C:P => return(PARITY);
when C:CZ => return(ZERO);
when CC:N => return(NEG);
when C:CA => return('l');
.
when others=> assert false report "Error: invalid status code";
end case;
end;
procedure clearcondcode(signal cond : inout STATUSTYPE) is
begin
cond < = "00000" ;
settle(); - -wait delta time for value to settle
end;
procedure setcondcode (signal cond: inout STATUSTYPE;
res : in RESULTTYPE) is
begin
cond[O] <= res[WIDTH];
--CARRY
cond[l] <= not(res(O)};
--EVEN
cond[2] <= ODD_pARITY(res);
--PARITY
if (SUM(res)=O) then

t~·pe Qtype is queue(3) of WORDTYPE;
signal IHQ : Qtype; - -instruction queue declaration

}
sequential substates
{loaclmem
: (EOC, true, reset.state); /*read in the program*/
reset..state : (EI, reset='O', active.state);
active.state: (EI, reset='l ',reset.state);}

}
state

{
name {
write-result }
declarations
{ variable dest : integer;
variable op : integer;

}
code

{
l\IEM <=null;
RFILE <= null;
if result.ready then
MEM <= MEM;
RFILE <= RFILE;
dest := B2l(WDST);
op := B2I(WOPC:ODE);
if ((op>= B21(ADD)) and (op<= B2I(HLT))) then
if (WDSTTYPE = REGTYPE) then
RFILE[dest] <= wresult[(result'high-1) downto O];
else
.
MEM[dest] <= wresult[(result'high-1) downto OJ;
end if;
end if;
end if;

}
}
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D

state

{
name {
BEEP ..NUM...MSGS
declarations

state

}

{

{

variable msg..count: integer range 0 to 31;
name {
ANSWER
sN1uential subst.at cs

}

}
code

{

{

PLAY_ANNOUNCEl\IENT : (EI, butt.on..p = "0001", REMOTE-OPEHATl<>N),
(El, dialtone..p = '1' and dialtone..p'event, HANGUP),
(EOC, true, HECORD..J\,ISG):
REl\IOTE_OPCHATION : (EOC, true, HANGUP);
RECORDJ\ISU
: (EI, button..p = "0001", REMOTE-OPERATION),
(EOC, true, HANGUP);
HANGUP
: (EOC, true, stop);

nlsg..count. := O;
wait. for S fs;
while (msg..count < num ..msgs) loop
produce.beep.p <= '1 ';
wait. for 1 fs;
produce.beep.p <= 'O';
wait for 1 fs;
msg..count := msg..count
1;
end loop;

+

}

}

}

}

st.ate

state

{
name {
ANS.MACHINE
declarations

{

}

name {
CHECK.ID
declarations

{

}

{

- -switdws on the machine
port systern.J.rn_p: in bit ;
port tollsav<>r ..p: in bit ;
- -t.oud1 sensil.ive buttons on the machine
port 111ad1i11e.J)Jl..pushed4): in bit ;
port play4rnshed ..p: in bit ;
port fwtLpushed..p: in bit ;
port rew_pushed..p: in bit;
port memo..pushed..p: in bit ;
port. stop..pushed4): in bit ;
port play.msgs..pushed..p: in bit ;
port hear.ann ..pushed.p: in bit. ;
port rec..ru.m..pushed..p: in bit ;
- - interface to other devices internal to the machine
port tap<'..cow1t...p: in integer ;
port ring.p: in bit ;
port diall.one..p: in bit. ;
port button..p: in bit-vector (3 downto 0) ;
port ann..done.p: in bit ;
port produce.beep.p: out bit ;
port offhook.p: out bit ;
port ann..play..p: out bit;
port ann.rec.p: out bit ;
port num ..msgs..p: out integer range 0 to 31 ;
port tape.play..p: out bit ;
port tape.fwd_p: out bit ;
port tape.rew_p: out. bit. ;
port tape ..rec..p: out bit ;
type rf4 is array ( 1 to 4) of bit-vector (3 downto O);
signal user..code : rf4 ;
signal machine.Jln : bit ;
signal machine.Jln..toggle : bit ;
signal num.msgs : integer range 0 to 31
signal machine.button.pushed : bit ;

variable entered..code: rf4;
variable i: integer range 1 to 5;

}
code

{
i := 1;
while i <= 4 loop
wait until button..p /= "1111" and button..p'event;
assert false report "CHECK.JD: button pushed" severity note;
entered..code[i] := button..p;
i := i + 1;
end loop;
if (ent.ered..code[l] = user..code[l]) and
(ent.ered..code[2] = user..code[2]) and
(entered..code[3] = user..code[3]) and
(entered..code[4] = user..code[4]) then
code...ok <= '1 ';
else
code...ok <= 'O';
end if;

}
}
state

{
name {
CONC..ASGNSl
estimates

}

{
area = 100 sqmm;

}
code

{
- -this is used to make up for the lack of a concurrent signal assignme
- -statement
loop
wait on play .msgs..pushed.p,rec.ann..pushed.p,hear..ru.m.pushed.p,
stop..pushed..p ,memo..pushed.p,rew ..pushed.p,fwd..pushed.p,
play .pushed.p;
if (play..pushed.p = '1' and play.pushed..p'event.) or
(fwd_pushed..p = '1' and fwd..pushed.p'event) or
(rew..pushed.p = '1' and rew..pushed..p'event.) or
(memo..pushed.p = '1' and memo.pushed..p'event) or
(stop.pushed..p = '1' and stop.pushed.p 'event) or
(hear.ann.pushed.p = '1' and hear..ann..pushed.p'event) or
(rec.ann.pushed.p = '1' and rec..aJ.ln..pushed..p'event) or
(play.msgs.pushed..p = '1' and play.msgs.pushed.p'event)
n
machine.button.pushed <= '1 ';
else
machine.button.pushed<= 'O';

}
constraints

{
area.per..chip <= 7500 sqmm (1);
num..chips <= 3 chips (1);
pins..per..chip <= 40 pins (1);

}
concurrent. substates

{
MAIN:;
MACHINE_ON_TQGGLER : ;
CONC..ASGNSl : ;
CONC..ASGNS2 : ;

}
}
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name {
code

end if;
end loop ;

HANDLE...MEMo_pusHED

}

{

}

produce.beep..p <= '1 ';
wait for 1 fs;
produce.beep..p <= 'O';
tape..rec_p <= '1 ';
wait until memo-lmshrd..p = 'O' for 1000 fs;
- -put a b""P on the tape to indicate end of message
prorluce.beep..p <= '1 ';
wait for l fs;
produee.lieep..p <= 'O';
num_msgs <= num..n1sgs
1;
tape..rec_p <= 'O';

}
t.ate

}

name {
CONC-ASGNS2
estiinates

{
area = 100 sqmm;

}
code

+

{
- - this is used to make up for the lack of a concurrent signal assignment
- - statement
loop
wait on num..Insgs;
if (num.msgs'event) then
num..Insgs..p <= nun1..IllSgs;
end if;
end loop;

}
}
st.ate

{
name {
code

{

}

terminal..tape..count <= tape..count..p;
- -rewind to beginning of tape
tape ..rew_p <= '1 ';
if not ( t.ape..count..p = 0) then
wait until tape..count..p = O;
end if;
tape_rcw_p <= 'O';
- -play until end of last message
tape-IJlay_p <= '1';
if ( tape..count..p < terminal.tape..count) then
wait until tape..count..p = terminal.tape..count;
end if;
tape..play_p <= 'O';

}
state

{
name {
code

DECODE_pUSHED..BUTTON

}

{
null;

}
}
state

{
name {
code

{

ERASE...MSGS

HANDLE_pLAY ...MSGs_pusHED

}

}
}

tape.J·ew_p <= '1 ';
if not (tape.J:ount..p = 0) then
wait until tape..count..p = O;
end if;
tape ..rew_p <= 'O';
terminal.tape..count <= O;

state

{
name {
code

HANDLE_pLAY _pusHED

}

{
tape..play_p <= '1 ';
num..n1sgs <= O;

}
}

}
}

state

{

state
name{
code

FWD

{

}

name {
code

{
tape.Iwd..p

<=

{

'1 'i

}

- - give the user some time to prepare
wait for 50 fs;
prorluce.beep..p <= '1';
wait for 1 fs;
produce.beep..p <= 'O';
wait for 0 fs;
ann..rec..p <= '1 ';
wait until ann..done..p = 'l ';
ann..rec..p <= 'O';
produce.beep..p <= '1 ';
wait for 1 fs;
produce.beep..p <= 'O';

}
state

{
name {
code

HANDLE..Fwn_pusHED

}

{
tape.Iwd..p <= '1 ';
num..Insgs <= O;

}
}
state

}

{
name {
code

{

HANDLE...REC_ANN _pusHED

HANDLE..HEAR_ANN _pusHED

}

}

state

{

ann..play..p <= '1';
wait until ann..done..p = '1 ';
ann..play..p <= 'O';

name {
code

{

}
}
state

{
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HANDLE...REW _pusHED

num..Insgs <= O;
tape..rew_p <= '1 ';
if (tape..count..p /= 0) then
wait until tape..count..p = O;

}

}

}

SET-AND-DECODE);
BEEP _NUMJ\ISGS

end if:
tape.l·ew_p <= 'O';

(EI, button..p /= "1111" and but.ton ..p"event, Rl

}

SET...AND_DECODE);

}

}

state

}

{
name {
code

HANDLE.STOP .PUSHED

}

state

{

{

nan1e {
code

num.Jnsgs <= O;
tape ..play ..p <= 'O';
tapP.fwd ..p <= 'O';
tape.l·ew_p <= 'll";
tape.l·ec ..p <= 'O';

num.lllsgs <= O;
- -rewind tap" to beginning
tape..rew_p <= '1 ';
if ( tape.count..p / = 0) then
wait until tape.count..p = O;
end if;
tape..rew_p <= 'O';
toggle..on-hangup <= 'O';

}
state

{
HANGUP

}

{

}
name {
code

INITIALIZE.SYSTEM

}

}

{

}
offi10ok.p <= 'O';
an11-4"Jlay..p <= 'O';
if (toggle.nn.hangup = '1 ') t.hen
toggle ..un.hangup <= 'O';
mad1ine.nn..tnggle <= '1 ';
wait. for 1 fs;
machine.nnJ.oggle <= 'O';
end if;

state

{
name {
code

machine..on <= 'O';
loop
wait unt.il machine..on..pushed..p = '1' or machine..on..toggle = '1 ';
- -toggle
if machine..on = 'O' then
machine..on <= '1 ';
else
machine..on <= 'O';
end if:
end loop;

}
state

{
HEAR..ANN

}

{

}

ann..play ..p <= '1 ';
wait until ann..done..p = '1 ';
ann..play..p <= 'O';

}
state

{

}

name {
MAIN }
sequential substates

}
state

{

{
name {
HEAR...MSGS_CMDS
declarations

}

{

}
name {
code

MACHINE_ON_TOGGLER

RESET-STATE : (EOC, system..on..p = '1 ', SYSTEM_ON),
(EOC, system..on..p = 'O', SYSTEM_OFF);
SYSTEl'vLON : (EI, system..on..p = 'O', SYSTE!'vLOFF);
SYSTEM-OFF : (EI, system..on..p = '1', SYSTElVLON);

}

{
signal tape..end.count : biLvector (7 downto 0) ;

}

}

sequential substates

}

{

state

{

WAIT...FIRSLCMD: (EOC, true, RESET...AND..DECODE);
RESET...AND..DECODE: (EOC, button..p = "0010",
PLAY-ALL.J\IISGS),
(EOC, button..p = "0011'', PLAY),
(EOC, button..p = "0100", FWD),
(EOC, button..p = "0101", REW),
(EOC, button..p = "0110", STOP_TAPE),
(EOC, button..p = "0111", BEEP.NUM.J\IISGS),
(EOC, button..p = "1000", stop);
PLAY ...ALL.J\IISGS
(EI, button..p /= "1111" and button..p'event, RESET...AND..DECODE);
PLAY
(EI, button..p I= "1111" and button..p'event, RESET...AND..DECODE);
FWD
(EI, button..p I= "1111" and but ton..p 'event, RESET...AND..DECODE);
REW
(EI, button..p /= "1111" and button..p'event, RESET...AND..DECODE);
STOP_TAPE
(EI, button..p I= "1111" and button..p'event, RE-

name {
MISC_CMDS
declarations

}

{
signal first..entered : boolean :=true;

}
sequential substates

{
MISC..DECODE : (EOC, button.p = "0010", stop),
(EOC, button..p = "0011", ERASE..l'v!SGS),
(EOC, button.p = "0100", HEAR...ANN),
(EOC, button..p = "0101", REC...ANN),
(EOC, button..p = "0110", TOGGLE..SYSTEM);
ERASE.J\IISGS : (EOC, true, MISC.DECODE);
HEAR_ANN
: (EOC, true, MISC.DECODE);
REC...ANN
: (EOC, true, MISC..DECODE);
TOGGLE..SYSTEM : (EOC, true, MISC.DECODE);

}
}
state

{
name {
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MISC-DECODE

}

wait lint ii ann..done.p = '1 ';
ann ..play.p <= 'O';

code

{
}

if ( first..ent "r<'<I) I hen
produceJw<·p ..p <= '1 ';
wait. for 1 rs:
produceJJe<·p..p <= 'O';
first..ent.ered <= false;
end if;
wait. until bntton_p /= "1111" and button_p'event;

}
state

{
name {
code

}

{

}

prorlnceJJeep.p <= '1 ';
wait for 1 fs;
produceJJ<"rp..p <= 'O';
tape..l'<'<'-P <= '1 ';
if not (dialtone.p = '1') then
--times out
wait until dialtone.p = '1' for 1000 fs;
- -put a beep on the tape to indicate end of message
produceJJeep.p <= '1 ';
wait for 1 fs;
produceJJeep.p <= 'O';
num ..msgs <= num..rnsgs
l;
end if;
tape..l·ec..p <= 'O';

slate

{
name {
MONITOR
declarations

RECORD-MSG

}

{
variabl<' num ..rings: integer range 1 to 20;
variabk i: int1:ger range 0 to 20;
procedure determine.num..rings( num •.1nsgs : in integer ;
tollsaver : in bit ;
machine.on : in bit ;
variable num..rings : out integer ) is
begin
if ( (umn.rnsgs > 0) and (tollsaver = '1 ')and (machine.on= '1 '))then
m1111.ri11gs := 2;
elsif (mad1i11e.Jm = '1 ') then
num..riugs := 4;
else
- -overrirle in case forgot to turn n1achine on
num.riugs := 1.5;
encl if;
end;

+

}
}
state

{
name {
code

}

{
--give the user some time to prepare
wait for .50 fs;
produceJJeep.p <= '1 ';
wait for 1 fs;
produceJJeep.p <= 'O';
wait for 0 fs;
ann..rec.p <= '1 ';
wait. until ann..done.p = '1 ';
ann..rec.p <= 'O';
produceJJeep.p <= 'l ';
wait for 1 fs;
produceJJeep.p <= 'O';

}
code

{
cletermine.num ..rings( num.J:llsgs, tollsaver _p,machine.on,num..rings);
i := O;
while (i < mun ..rings) loop
wait on ring_p. machine.on, tollsaver_p;
if ring_p = '1' and ring_p 'event then
assert false report "MONITOR: Caught ring." severity NOTE;
i := i + 1;
else
deternilne.num..rings (nun1.J:llsgs, tolls aver .p ,machine.on,num..rings);
end if;
end loop;
ofthook.p <= '1 ';

REC..ANN

}
}
state

{
name {
REMOTE-OPERATION
declarations

}

}

{

}

signal code.ok : bit ;

state

}

{
name {
code

PLAY

sequential substates

}

{
: (EOC, true, CHECICID);
: (EOC, code.ok = '1', RESPOND ..TO ..Clv!DS),
(EOC, code.ok = 'O', stop),
(EI, dialtone.p = 'l', stop);
RESPOND ..TO ..CMDS : (EOC, true, stop);

{

STOP..PREV
CHECK.. ID

--play
tape.play.p <= '1';

}
}
state

}

{
name {
code

PLAY..ALL-MS GS

}

}

state

{

{

name {
code

play .all..rnsgs.proc( terminal.tape.count, tape.count .p, tape..rew .p,
tape.play .p,produce.heep.p);

{

}

tape.play.p <= 'O';
tape.fwd..p <= 'O';
tape..rew ..p <= 'O';

}
state

{

}
name {
code

RESET ..AND..DECODE

PLAY ..ANNOUNCEMENT

}

}
state

{

{
ann.play.p <= '1';
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}

name {
code

RESET ...STATE

HANDLE..REW_plfSHED
: (EOC, true, stop);
HANDLE_l\fEi\IOYUSHED
: (EOC, true, stop}:
HANDLE-STOP _I>USHED
: (EOC, true, stop):
HANDLE-1lEAH_ANN_PUSHED : (EOC, true, stop);
HANDLE_REC..ANN_pUSHED : (EOC, true, stop);
HANDLE_PLAY.JVISQS_pUSHED: (EOC, true, stop);

}

{
user..coclP[l)
user..coclc[:.l)
user..coclce[3)
user..code[-1)
null;

<= "0001";
<= "0010";
<= "0011";
<= "0100";

}
}

}

state

}

{

state

name {
code

{
name {
RESET-TAPE
declarations

}

REW

}

{
- -note: user can terminate rewind at any time by pressing stop or
- -a11y other vali1l butt.on
tape ..rew_p <= '1 ';
if ( tape...count..p / = 0) then
wait until tape...count..p
O;
end if;
tape..rew_p <= 'O';

{
variable tape..count: integer;

}

=

code

{
if (tapc..count..p > terminal.i.ape..count) then
tape ..rew_p <= '1';
wait until not (tape..count..p > terminal..tape..count) ;
tape..rew_p <= 'O';
elsif ( tap.,.J:ount ..p < terminal..tape..count) then
tape.fwcLp <= '1 ';
wait. unt.il not (tape.J:olmt..p < terminal..tape..count) ;
t.ap<'.fwd_p <= 'O';
end if;

}
}
state

{
nan1e {
code

STOP _pREV

}

{
- -shut off tape recording or announcement since could have interrupt•
tape ..rec_p <= 'O';
ann_play..p <= 'O';
produce.heep..p <= 'O';

}
}
state

}

{
name {
RESPOND_TO_CMDS
sequential substates

}

}

state

{

{
HEAR.JvISGS_CMDS: (EOC, true, MISC_CMDS),
(EI, dialtone..p = 'I', RESET-TAPE);
MISC_CMDS
: (EOC, button..p "0010", HEAR..MSGS_CMDS),
(EOC:, other, RESET_TAPE),
(EI, dialtone..p = 'I', RESELTAPE);
RESET-TAPE : (EOC, true, stop);

name {
code

=

STOP_TAPE

}

{
tape..play..p <= 'O';
tape.fwd_p <= 'O';
tape..rew_p <= 'O';

}

}

}

}

state

state

{

{
name {
RESPOND_TO-EXTJ.,INE
sequential subst.ates

name {
code

}

}

SYSTEM-OFF

{

{

null;

MONITOR : (EOC, tme, ANSWER),
(EI, dialt.one..p = 'I' and dialtone..p'event, MONITOR);
ANSWER : (EOC, true, MONITOR),
(EI, machine.Du = 'O' and machine.Dn'event, MONITOR);

}
}state

{

}
}

name {
SYSTEM-ON
declarations

state

{
signal terminal..tape...count : integer ;
signal toggle.DnJ1angup : bit ;
procedure play ..all..msgs..proc( signal terminal...tape..count : inout integ

{
name {
RESPOND_TO..MACHINE..BUTTON
sequential substates

}

}

{

signal
signal
signal
signal

DECODE_pusHED..BUTTON
(EOC, play..pushed..p ='I', HANDLE_pLAY _pusHED),
(EOC, fwd..pushed..p = 'I', HANDLE..FWD_pUSHED),
(EOC, rew..pushed..p = 'l', HANDLE..REW_plJSHED),
(EOC, memo..pushed..p = '1', HANDLE..MEMO_pUSHED),
(EOC, stop..pushed..p ='I', HANDLE...STOP_plJSHED),
(EOC, hear..ann..pushed..p = 'I', HANDLE..HEAR..ANN_pUSHED),
(EOC, rec..ann..pushed..p = '1 ', HANDLE..REC..ANN_pUSHED),
(EOC, play..msgs..pushed..p = '1 ', HANDLE_pLAY ..MSGS..PUSHED);
HANDLE_pLAY _puSHED
: (EOC, true, stop);
HANDLE..FWD_pUSHED
: (EOC, true, stop);

tape...count : in integer ;
tape..rew : out bit ;
tape.play : out bit ;
produce.beep : out bit ) is

begin
terminal..tape...count <= tape...count..p;
- -rewind to beginning of tape
tape..rew <= 'I';
if not (tape..count
0) then.
wait until tape...count = O;
end if;
tape..rew <= 'O';

=
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-- -play until end of la.'il message
tape..pla,\· <= 'l';
if (tapesou11t < terminaL1ape.J-01111t) then
wait unt ii tape..count
terminaLtape..count;
encl if:
tape.play <= 'O';
- -produce a Leep
produ«.,Jwep <= '1 ';
wail for I fs:
produceJJeep <= 'O';
end;

=

}
sequential s11l>States

{
INTT !A LIZ L<;;YSTEM
: (EOC. trn,,, HESPONfLTO_EXT.LINE);
RESl'ONJ)_TCU::XT.LINE
: (EL mad1i11eJrntton_pushecl = 'l' and machineJ:mtton..pushed'event,
RESPOND_TO_MACHINE_BUTTON);
RESPOND_TOJ\JIACHINE_BUTTON
: (EOC', tnw, RESPONILTO_EXTJ,INE),
(EL machin<'Jml.ton..pnslwd

= '1' and machine.bntton..pnshed'event,

HESPOND_TO_MACHlNE-BllTTON);

}
state

{
name {
code

TOGGLE...SYSTEM

}

{
toggle..on ..hangnp

<=

'1 ';

}
state

{
name {
cucle

WAIT...FIRST_CMD

}

{
wait until bntton..p

/=

"1111" and button..p'event;

}
}
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E

Intel 8237 DMA Controller Textual
Spec Chart

Note: this d1 scription is known to contain minor errors. An error-free
version will bt provided in an upcoming re·vision of this report.
stat.e

{
name {
ACTIVE.lNIT }
declarations

{
variable transfer.iype: biLvector (1 downto O);

}
code

{
if (iDACKO) then
chnum := 0:
elsif (iDAC'Kl) then
clunun := 1 ;
elsif (iDACK2) then
chnum := 2;
elsif (iDAC'K:~) then
chmun := :3;
encl if;
l\Tf:\I := (nncLreg[O] = '1') and iDACKO;
DT:\I := false:
STl\I := false:
BTl\1 :=false;
CTI\ 1 := false:
if (not. l\!Tl\I ) then
transfer.t.ype := mode..regfile[chnwn][5 downto 4];
case (transfer .lype) is
when "OO" =>
DTM :=true;
when "01·• =>
STM :=true;
when "10" =>
BTl\l := true;
when "II"=>
CTM :=true;
end case;
encl if;

AEN <= '1';
if not (DB Jn = curr..acldr ..regfile[chnwn](l 5 downto 8]) then
ADSTB <= '1 ';
DB-out <= curr..addr..regfile[chnum][l.5 clownto 8];
ADSTB <= 'O' after time..stb.11igh;
end if;
end;
procedure inc ..d,.c..address(consta.nt MTM : in boolean;
constant. modc..regfil.., : in regfile4x6;
variable chnum : in integer ;
signal curr..addr ..regfile : inout regfile4x1G) is
begin
if not (MTl\I anrl (mode.regfile[O)[l) = '1 ')) then
if (mode.regfile[clmum][3) = '1 ') then
curr.a<ldr..regfile[chnum] <= DEC( curr..acldr.regfile[1-hnmn));
else
curr .addr..regfile[chnwn) <= INC( curr.addr.regfile[rlmum));
end if;
end if;
end;
variable MTM: boolean;
variable DTM: boolean;
variable STM: boolean;
variable CTI\'!: boolean;
variable BTM: boolean;
variable TC: boolean;

}
sequential substates

{
ACTIVE_JNIT: (EOC, MTM, MEJ\LTO..IVIEM),
(EOC, CTM, ACTIVE-LAST),
(EOC, STM or DTM or BTM, REGULAR.TRANSFER);
MEM_TQ_MEM: (EOC, true, ACTIVE.LAST);
REGULAR.TRANSFER: (EOC, true, ACTIVE.LAST);
ACTIVE_LAST : (EOC, STM and not (TC) , stop),
(EOC, other, AUTOINIT);
AUTOINIT : (EOC, true, stop);

}
}
state

{

}
}

name {
AUTOINIT }
declarations

state

{

{

variable temp: reg16;
name {
ACTIVE.LAST }
code
{
TC:= false;
EOP ....out <= '1 ';
- -make DACK inactive (could be either active high or low)
DACK[dmum] <= not (cmcl..reg[6]);
AEN <= 'O';

}
code

{
if (mocle..regfile[chnum][2] = '1 ') then
temp := curr..addr..regfile[chnum];
curr..addr..regfile[chnum] <= base..addr..regfile[chnwn];
base..adclr..regfile[chnum] <= temp;
temp := cun-..wc ..regfile[chmun] <= base ..wc ..regfile[chnum];
curr_wc..regfile(chnum) <= base_wc ..regfile[chnum];
base..wc..regfile(chnum) <= temp;
end if;

}
}
state

{

}

name {
ACTIVE.STATE }
declarations

}
state

{

{

procedure put..aclclress.nn.hus(signal AL....out : out nibble ;
signal AH : out nibble ;
constant curr..adrlr..regfile : in regfile4x16 ;
constant chnum : in integer ;
signal AEN : out bit ;
constant DBJn: in byte;·
signal DB....out : out byte ;
signal ADSTB : out bit ) is
begin
AL....out <= curr..addr..regfile[chnwn](3 downto O];
AH <= curr..addr..regfile[chnwn][7 downto 4];

name {
FIXED_pRIORITY }
sequential substates

{
fpO: (EOC, EOPJn = '1', fpl), (EOC, EOPJn = 'O', fpO);
fpl : ;

}
}
state

{
name { IDLE.STATE }
declarations
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{

int..FF <= 'l ';
wlwu '1' =>
curr...aclcll'.l·egfile[O)[l5 clownt.o 8] <= DB.in;

variable cmrl: biLvector (<i downto O);
variable clbcmcl: biLvector (1 clownto O);

end case;

}
code

{
cmcl := CS &IOR.in &IOW .in &AL.in(3J &AL.in(2J &AL.in[lJ
&AL_in[OJ;
casP (nm!) is
when "ll!UlUIJO" =>
cmcL.1·1·g <= DB.in;
wb<'n "UIUIUll" =>
dlicmd := DB.in(lJ &DB.in(OJ;
case d!Jcmd is
wllf'n "OU" =>
mock..1·egfile[OJ <= DB.in(7 clownto 2J;
when "OJ"=>
mock..1·egfile[lJ <= DB.in[/ clownto 2);
when "lU" =>
mode.regfile[2J <= DB.in[/ clownto 2];
wlwn "11" =>
mnd,,..t·<'gfile(3J <= DB.in[/ clownto 2J;
end case;

WlIC'll "0JlJl001" =>
d!J<'mcl := DB.in[lJ &DB.in[OJ;
cas<~ dbnnd is
wh<"ll "oO" =>
rN1.reg[OJ <= DB.in[2J;
wlwn "01" =>
req..1·pg[1J <= DB.in(2J;
when "l U" =>
rpq.reg[2J <= DB.in(2J;
when "11" =>
req.reg[3J <= DB.in(2J;

when "0100001" =>
case (int..FF) is
when 'O' =>
base_wc_regfile[OJ[7 downto O] <= DB.in:
cm-r _wc_rcgfik[OJ[7 clownto OJ <= DB.in;
int..l;F <= 'l ';
when 'l' =>
Lase ...wr ...regfile[OJ[l.5 clownto 8] <= DB.in:
cm-r ...wc_i·egfile[OJ[l.5 clownt.o 8J <= DB.in;
end case;

when "0010001" =>
cas.e (int_FF) is
wh.en 'O' =>
ctirr_wc_i·egfile[0][7 downto OJ <= DB.in;
int..FF <= 'l ';
when 'l' =>
curr_wc_i·egfile[O][l5 downto 8J <= DB.in;
end case:
when "0100010" =>
case ( int..FF) is
when 'O' =>
base...acldr..1·egfile[l)[7 clownto OJ <= DB.in:
curr...acldr..1·egfile(1](7 clownt.o OJ <= DB.in;
inLFF <= 'l';
when 'l' =>
base...acldr . .regfile[l](l5 downto 8J <= DB.in;
curr...acldr.regfile[l)[l.5 downto 8J <= DB.in;
end case;

when "0010010" =>
case (int ..FF) is
when 'O' =>
curr...addr.regfile(1](7 downto OJ <= DB.in;
int..FF <= '1 ';
when 'l' =>
curr...acldr.regfile(l](l5 downto 8] <= DB.in;
end case;
when "0100011" =>
case ( int..FF) is
when 'O' =>
base_wc...regfile[l][7 downto o] <= DB.in;
curr_wc...regfile(l][7 downto OJ <= DB.in;
int..FF <= 'l ';
when '1' =>
base_wc...regfile[l][l.5 clownto 8] <= DB.in;
curr_wc...regfile(l][l.5 clownto 8J <= DB.in;
end case;
when "0010011" =>
case (int...FF) is
when 'O' =>
curr_wc_i·egfile(l][7 clownto OJ <= DB.in;
int..FF <= 'l ';
when 'l' =>
curr_wc_i·egfile[l][l5 downto 8J <= DB.in;

end case;

when "0101010" =>
dbcmcl := DB.in(l) &DB.in[OJ;
case dbcmd is
when "00" =>
mask..1·eg[OJ <= DB.in[2J;
when "01" =>
mask.reg(1J <= DB.in(2J;
when "10" =>
mask..1·eg[:2J <= DB.in[2J;
when "11" =>
mask.reg(3J <= DB.in[2J;
encl case;
when "0101111" =>
mask.reg[3 clownto OJ <= DB.in[3 clownto OJ;
when "0011101" =>
DB..out <= tmp.reg;
when "0011000" =>
DB..ont <= st.atns.reg;
when "0101100" =>
int..FF <= 'U';
when "0101101'' =>
cmd ...reg < = "00000000";
st.atus..1·eg <= "00000000";
req ..reg <= "0000";
tmp.reg <= "00000000";
rnask..t·eg <= "1111";
when "0100000" =>
case (int..FF) is
when 'O' =>
base_wc . .regfile[0][7 clownto OJ <= DB.in;
curr_wc_regfile[0][7 clownto OJ <= DB.in;
int..FF <= 'l ';
when 'l' =>
base_wc ....regfile[O][l.5 downto 8J <= DB.in;
cun_wc...regfile(O][l5 clownt.o 8] <= DB.in;

end case;

when "0100100" =>
case (int..FF) is
when 'O' =>
base...acldr . .regfile[2](7 downto OJ <= DB.in;
cun...addr.regfile(2](7 downto OJ<= DB.in;
int..FF <= 'l ';
when 'l' =>
base...addr.regfile[2][15 downto 8J <= DB.in;
curr...addr.regfile[2](15 downto 8] <= DB.in;
end case;

when "0010100" =>
case (intYF) is
when 'O' =>
cun...addr.regfile(2][7 clownto OJ <= DB.in;
int..FF <= 'l ';
when '1' =>

end case;

when "0010000" =>
case ( int..FF) is
when 'O' =>
cun...aclclr.regfile(OJ(7 clownto OJ <= DB.in;
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variable chnum: integer;
constant. tinw..db....<;tabl••: time:=200 ns;
constant time.,;! bJ1igh: time:=lOO us;
constant time ...dock . .cyde: time:=320 ns;

curr..addr.regfile[2J[l.5 downto 8] <= DBin;
en<l ca~<':

when ''0100101'' =>
case (intJ."F) is
when 'O' =>
base_wc...regfile(2][7 downto O] <= DBin;
cmT_w1·...regfile(2][7 downto O] <= DBin;
int..FF <= '1 ';
wlwn '1' =>
baste_w<'...regfile(2][1.5 downto 8] <= DBin;
CUIT-W!'.J'egfile[2][1.5 downt.o 8] <= DBin;

}
sequential substates

{
IDLE...STATE : (EOC', HLDA = '1 ', ACTIVE_STATE),
(EI, RESET= 'l', RESET..STATE);
AC'TlVE_STATE : (EOC', true, IDLE...STATE),
(ET. RESET= '1', RESET~STATE);
RESELSTATE : (EOC, true, IDLE...STATE);

end casP.;

when "00!0101" =>
case (int.J,.F) is
whten 'O' =>
curr_wc...regfile[2][7 downto O] <= DBin;
inLFF <= '1';
when 'l' =>
curr_wc...regfile[2](15 downto 8] <= DBJn;
end case;
when "0100110" =>
case (int....FF) is
when 'O' =>
base..addr.regfile[3][7 downto O] <= DBin;
curr..addr.regfile[3][7 downto o] <= DB.in;
int..FF <= '1 ';
when 'l' =>
base..addr.regfile[3][1.5 downto 8] <= DBin;
curr..a<ldr.regfile(3][15 downto 8] <= DBin;
end case;
when "0010110" =>
case (int.FF) is
when 'O' =>
cun..addr.regfile(3][7 downto OJ <= DBin;
int...FF <= '1';
when 'l' =>
curr..addr.regfile[3][15 downto 8] <= DBin;
end case;
when "0100111" =>
case (int_FF) is
when 'O' =>
base_wc_i·egfile[3][7 downto O] <= DBJn;
cm-r-wc...regfile[3][7 downto O] <= DBJn;
int..FF <= '1 ';
when '1' =>
base_wc...regfile(3][1.5 downto 8] <= DBJn;
curr_wc...regfile(3][15 downto 8] <= DBin;
end case;
when "0010111" =>
case (int..FF) is
when 'O' =>
cun_wc...regfile[3][7 downto o] <= DBJn;
int..FF <= '1 ';
when '1' =>
curr_wc...regfile[3][15 downto 8] <= DB.in;
end case;
when others =>
assert false report "Invalid prograrrnning mode" severity note;
end case;

}
}
state

{
name {
MEM_TO....MEM }
sequential substates

{
mtmO:
mtml :
mtm2:
mtm3:

(EOC,
(EOC,
(EOC,
(EOC,

true, mtml);
true, mtm2);
true, mtm3);
not TC , mtmO), (EOC, TC, stop);

}
}
state

{
name {
PRIORITY }
sequential substates

{
FIXED_FRIORITY: (EI, cmd.reg[4] = '1', ROTATING_PRIORITY
ROTATING_PRIORITY: (EI, cmd.reg[4]
'O', FIXED_FRIORITY

=

}
}
state

{
name {
REG ULAR_TRANSFER }
declarations

{
procedure get.rw( mode...regfile : regfile4x6 ;
chmun : integer ;
rd : out boolean ;
wr : out boolean ) is
begin
rd:= (mode...regfile[chnUlll][l] = '1 ')and (mode...regfile[chnum][O] ='O
wr .- (mode...regfile[chmun][l] = 'O') and (mode...regfile[chnum]J
='1');
end;
variable reading: boolean·;
variable writing: boolean;

}
sequential substates

{
rtO: (EOC, true, rtl);
rtl: (EOC, STM or (BTM and (TC or EOP.in = '1')) or
(DTM and (TC or EOP .in='l' or DREQ(chnUlll)=cmd.reg[6])),stop),
(EOC, other, rtO);

}
}

}

state

}

{

state

name {
MAIN }
declarations

{
name {
code

{
signal base..addr...regfile : regfile4xl 6 ;
signal cun..addr...regfile : regfile4xl6 ;
signal base_wc ...regfile : regfile4x16 ;
signal cUIT _wc...regfile : regfile4xl 6 ;
signal mode.regfile : regfile4x6 ;
signal tmp.reg : reg8 ;
signal req.reg : reg4 ;
signal int..FF : bit ;

RESET ..STATE }

{
cmd...reg <= "00000000";
status.reg <= "00000000";
req...reg <= "OOOO"i
tmp...reg <= "00000000";
mask.reg<= "1111";

}
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port IO\V Jn: in bit. ;
port IOW __out: out bit.
port EOP .in: in bit ;
port EOP ..out: out bit ;
port AL.in: in nibble ;
port AL __out: out nibble ;
port AH: out nibble;
port HRQ: nnt bit ;
port DACK: out nibble ;
port AEN: nut. bit ;
port AD!'TH: out. bit ;
port l\IEl\lH: out bit. ;
port l\!El\l\V: out bit;
signal cmd.J·eg : byte ;
signal stat us.i·eg : byte ;
signal mask.reg : nibble ;
signal iDACKO : boolean ;
signal iDACKl : boolean;
signal iDACK2 : boolean ;
signal iDACK3 : boolean ;
subtype reg16 is biLvector (15 downto O);
sl!btype reg8 is biLvector (7 clownto O);
subtype regt3 is biLvector (.5 downto O);
subtype reg4 is biLvector (3 downto O);
type regfil<·4xl6 is array (0 to 3) of reg16;
type regfil"4x6 is array (0 to 3) nf reg6;
function REQ( x : integer ) return boolean is
begin
return ( (DREQ[x] = cmcl..reg(7]) and (mask..reg[x] = 'O') );
encl;

slate

{
name {
ROTATING_pftIORITY }
declarations

{
type array __4 is array (0 to 3) of integer;
variab!P plist: array __4;
varial,Ie making.i·eq: boolean;
function cakJDACK(plist : array-4 ; chnum: integer) return boolean

is
begin
if ((nEQ(chnum) and (plist[O] = chnnm)) or
((plist(l] = clmum) and (not (HEQ[O]) )) or
((plist.(2] = clmum) and (not (HEQ(l])) and (not (REQ(2]) )) or
((plist[3] = d11111m) and (not (REQ[2]) ) and (not (REQ[l]) )
and (not (REQ(O]) ))) then
return true;

else
return false;
end if:
end:
function getJndexJn..plist( plist
array __4 ;
cbnum : int "1-';t'r ) return integer is
variable index: integer;
begin
index:= O;
whik not (plist[inclex] = chnum) loop
iwlex := index + 1;
end loop :

}

return index;

end;

constraints

procedure rotate..plist( variable plist : inout array __4 ;

{
area..per..chip <= 15000 sqmm (3);
num..chips <= 4 chips (4);
pins--per..clup <= 50 pins (3);

chnnn1 : integer ) is

variable index: integer;
variable trnp: integer;
begin
index := getJndexJn..plist( plist,chnum);
for i in 1 to index + 1 loop
tmp := plist(:3];
plist(3] := plist(2];
plist(2] := plist(l];
plist[l] := plist[O];
plist(O] := tmp;
end loop;
encl;

concurrent. substates

{
MAIN:;
PRIORITY:;

}

}
state

{
name {
code

}

rpO :
rpl:
rp2:
rp3:

(EOC,
(EOC,
(EOC,
(EOC,

}

{

sequential substates

{

fpO

- -internal DACK signals for our own use;
- -external DACK signals come later.
iDACKO <= (HLDA = 'l') and REQ(O);
iDACKl <= (HLDA = 'l') and not (REQ(O)) ancl·REQ(l);
iDACK2 <= (HLDA = 'l') and not (REQ(O)) and not (REQ(l)) a1
REQ(2);
iDACK3 <= (HLDA = 'l') and not (REQ(O)) and not (REQ(l))
and not (REQ(2)) and REQ(3);
if (REQ(O) or REQ(l) or REQ(2) or REQ(3)) then
HRQ <= '1';
encl if;

=

HLDA
'l ', rpl );
making.i·eq, rp2), (EOC, not making..req, rpl);
EOPJn
'1', rp3);
true, rpl);

=

}
}
state

{
dma }
name {
declarations

}

{

}

use bitJunctions;
use i8237.1ypes;
port CLK: in bit ;
port CS: in bit ;
port RESET: in bit ;
port READY: in bit ;
port HLDA: in bit ;
port DREQ: in nibble ;
port D BJn: in byte ·
port DB...out: out b/te ;
port IORJn: in bit ;
port IOR...out: out bit ;

state

{
name {
code

fpl

}

{
HRQ

<=

'O';

}

}
state

{
name {
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mtm.O }

state

code

{

{
- - we know channel is 0
put..adclress ..m i.Jrns( AL...out ,AH ,curr ..addr...regfile ,chnum,AEN,
DB_in,DB...out,ADSTB);
MEl\IR <= '1 ';
MEl\I\<V <= '1 ';
wait for t ime...rllJ-~table;
tmp..i·pg <= DB_in;
inc ..dec..address( MTM,rnode...regfile,chnum,curr..addr...regfile);

name {
code

}

{
if iDACKO then
rotate..plist.(plist,O);
elsif iDACKl then
rotat.e ...plist (plist..1 );
elsif iDAC'K2 thm
rot at ,._plist (plist.2);
elsif iDAC 'K3 then
rotate ..plist(plist,3);
encl if;

}
}
state

{
name {
code

rp2

}

mtml }

}
state

{

{

MEl\IR <= 'O';

name {
code

chnum := 1;
pn t..address...on..bus( AL...out ,AH,curr..addr...regfile,chnum,
AEN ,DB_in,DB...out,ADSTB);

rp3 }

{
HRQ <= 'O';
making..i·eq := false;

}
}

}

state

}

{
name {
code

state

mtm2 }

{
name {
rto }
code
{
put...acldress...onJms( AL...out ,AH ,curr..addr...regfile ,chnum
AEN,DB_in,DB...out,ADSTB);
get...rw( mocle...regfile ,chnurn,reading, writing);
if (writing) then
IOR_out <= '1 ';
MEl\1W <= 'l ';
elsif (reading) then
MEMR <= '1';
10\V _out <= '1 ';
end if;
if READY = '1' then
wait for 2 * time ...dock..cycle -100 ns;
else
wait for tirne...clock..cycle -100 ns;
end if;
}

{
DB...out <= tmp...reg;
if (curr_wc_regfile[l] = "0000000000000000") then
TC:= true;
encl if;
cm-r_wc...regfile[l] <= DEC( curr_wc...regfile[l]);
inc..clec...acldress (MTM ,rnocle...regfile ,chnum,curr..addr...regfile);

}

}
state

{
name {
code
{

rntrn3 }

MEMW <= 'O';

}
}
state

}

{
name {
code

rpO }

state

{

{

name {
code

plist[O] := O;
plist[l] := 1;
plist[2] := 2;
plist[3] := 3;
making...req :=false;

get...rw(mode...regfile,chnurn,reading,writing);
if (writing) then
IOR_out <= 'O';
MEMW <= 'O';
elsif (reading) then
MEMR <= 'O';
IQW_out <= 'O';
end if;
DACK[chnurn] <= cmd...reg[6];
if (curr_wc...regfile[chnum] = "0000000000000000") then
TC:= true;
end if;
curr_wc...regfile[chnum] < = DEC( curr _wc...regfile[chnum]);
inc...dec...address ( MTM,rnode...regfile,chnum,curr..addr...regfile);

}
state

{
rpl

}

{

}
name {
code

rtl

}

{
iDACKO <= caldDACK(plist,0);
iDACKl <= calc_iDACK(plist,1 );
iDACK2 <= calc..iDACK(plist,2);
iDACK3 <= calc..iDACK(plist,3);
if (REQ[O] or REQ[l] or REQ[2] or REQ[3]) then
HRQ <= '1';
making..i·eq := true;
end if;

}
}

}
}
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